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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*This is how the Israeli media twist the facts,
especially when Germans dare to defend themselves …
*Remember, it’s the dialectic trick for winning an argument against the designated enemy, as
exposed by German philosopher Martin Heidegger in his succinct comment, published only in
2014:

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time,
according to the principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYaVOXlaS5c – Wir sind die Wende!

Ex-communist East Germany a hotbed for racist hate crime
Frustration at mass refugee influx exacerbating far-right sentiment,
sparking wave of xenophobic violence - By AFP 28 August 2018, 9:49 am
BERLIN, Germany — Far-right mob violence targeting
immigrants in the German city of Chemnitz has again
cast an ugly spotlight on the country’ ex-communist east
as a hotbed of xenophobia.
Extremist hooligans have vented their anger at
foreigners, hunting some in the streets, since a German
man was stabbed to death in the early hours of Sunday,
allegedly by an Iraqi and a Syrian who were arrested
Monday.
Riot Police confront right wing protesters on August 27,
Especially the state of Saxony, where Chemnitz is
2018 in Chemnitz, eastern Germany, following the death
located, has been a center for resentful opposition
of a 35-year-old German national who died in hospital
against Chancellor Angela Merkel and her 2015 decision
after a "dispute between several people of different
to keep open German borders to a mass influx of
nationalities", according to the police. (AFP PHOTO / dpa
migrants and refugees.
/ Sebastian Willnow)
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Saxony state capital Dresden has long been an iconic city
for German neo-Nazis embittered by the Allies’ aerial
bombing of the Baroque city center in World War II.
The city in recent years became the birthplace of the socalled PEGIDA movement, short for “Patriotic Europeans
Against the Islamization of the Occident.”
“We are the people,” the demonstrators chant regularly,
co-opting the slogan of rallies before the fall of the Berlin
Wall, and suggesting a righteous revolt against an outof-touch political elite and the “lying press.”

This picture taken on August 16, 2018 in Dresden,
eastern Germany, shows anti-Islam Pegida movement
supporters demonstrating on the occasion of German
Chancellor’s visit at the Saxon state parliament. (AFP
PHOTO / dpa / Sebastian Kahnert)

Earlier this month, Dresden again made headlines when
an anti-Merkel PEGIDA follower argued with a TV team,
which was then obstructed by police — a scandal that
worsened when it turned out the protester was an offduty police employee.
The anti-immigration and anti-Islam Alternative for
Germany (AfD) party also made some of its strongest
gains in Saxony and the four other states that until 1990
were part of Soviet-allied East Germany.
Small towns such as Heidenau and Freital have earned
nationwide notoriety as neo-Nazis and angry residents
have hurled abuse at people fleeing war and misery —
and rocks at police sent to protect those seeking a safe
haven.
Xenophobic violence
State leaders have cautioned against “stigmatizing” the
east, which despite a multi-billion-euro infrastructure
overhaul still lags the former West in wealth, jobs and
opportunities.
Yet a spate of arson attacks against refugee shelters, and
swastikas scrawled on their walls, have brought back
dark memories of xenophobic violence that flared at the
time of Germany’s reunification over a quarter-century
ago.
In the turbulent early 1990s — when East Germans got
their first taste of democracy, but also faced economic
collapse and uncertainty — the frustration exploded in
sometimes deadly mob attacks against asylum shelters.

Right wing demonstrators light flares on August 27, 2018
in Chemnitz, eastern Germany, following the death of a
35-year-old German national who died in hospital after a
“dispute
between
several
people
of
different
nationalities”, according to the police. (AFP PHOTO / Odd
ANDERSEN)

Historians point at other roots of entrenched far-right
sentiment in the east, the only part of Germany where
the neo-Nazi National Party of Germany (NPD) has seats
in many town halls.
While West Germany was credited with dealing relatively
openly with the Nazi era and Holocaust, the East German
regime resisted “de-Nazification” in the Cold War and
painted the Third Reich as an outgrowth of Western
capitalism.
It termed the Berlin Wall it erected in 1961 to stop a
massive popular exodus an “anti-fascist” rampart.
The foreign-born population was minimal in East
Germany, with the largest group some 60,000 laborers
from “socialist brother state” Vietnam, who would bear
the brunt of racist attacks after the Wall fell.
It was the disenchanted right-wing extremist skinhead
youth culture that, in the eastern state of Thuringia,
spawned three neo-Nazis whose bloody crimes, when
they finally emerged in 2011, would shock Germany.
The trio formed the National Socialist Underground — a
secret extremist cell that laid bombs and shot dead nine
people with migrant backgrounds as well as a
policewoman, in post-war Germany’s worst racist killing
spree.
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/ex-communist-eastgermany-a-hotbed-for-racist-hate-crime/

********

Thousands of Germans join anti-migrant protest in East
German city, "civil-war like conditions" says German MP

By Cosmin Dzsurdzsa 28 August 2018

Thousands of Germans gathered in the streets of
Chemnitz to express outrage over a stabbing that left
one German national (35) dead, and two others seriously
injured.
Two men were taken into custody after the
confrontation, a 23 year old Syrian man and a 22 year
old Iraqi who are awaiting sentencing for manslaughter.
Protests began on Sunday and carried on to Monday as
crowds estimated at around 5 000 people gathered in the
city center. Protestors waved Bavarian and German flags
and carried placards that read “stop the migrant flood”
and chanted “Merkel has to go!”
Germans in Chemnitz chanting: “Merkel has to go!” after
a German was stabbed to death by two men from Syria
and Iraq. The sooner she goes the better.
pic.twitter.com/bQz53WP1fN
— Kurt von Schleicher❌❌❌ (@kurtwvs) August 28, 2018

Protests were met by around one thousand antifa and
counter protestors who accused the opposing side of
neo-nazism and xenophobia. Chemnitz police were called
to put a barrier between the opposing groups but some
violent scuffles broke out on both sides.
Angela Merkel furious
German Chancellor Angela Merkel called for an end to
“vigilante justice. We don’t tolerate such unlawful
assemblies and the hounding of people who look different
or have different origins and attempts to spread hatred
on the streets,” said a statement by the Chancellor’s
office.
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Among the 5,000 protestors, members of the antiimmigration group Pegida could be found. Police are
investigating several race based incidents where citizens
were targeted and chased away based on their
appearance and skin colour. Police also claim that several
anti-migrant protestors signalled Nazi salutes, a practice
banned in Germany.
Right-wing party on the rise

The protests come at a time where approval of the
chancellor is at a low. After allowing 1.3 million migrants
into the nation, her approval ratings have dropped.
Right-wing parties like Alternative for Germany (AfD)
have sought to garner support on an anti-immigration
ticket and claimed 90 seats in the Reichstag since the
last election becoming the main opposition government
to Merkel’s coalition.
Markus Frohnmaier, an AfD MP said in a tweet:“If the
state is no longer to protect citizens then people take to

the streets and protect themselves. It’s as simple as
that! Today it’s a citizen’s duty to stop the lethal ‘knife
migration’! It could have targeted your father, son or
brother!”
Opposing parties have accused of the AfD and likeminded groups of using the murder for political gain and
to spread anti-migrant sentiment.
“”There is a small Right-wing mob in our country that will
take every opportunity to enact its violent fantasies of
civil war-like conditions on our streets,” said Burkhard
Lischka a member of the Social Democratic Party.
Protests are set to continue as even larger numbers of
Germans take to the streets.

*https://www.thepostmillennial.com/thousands-ofgermans-join-anti-migrant-protest-in-east-german-citycivil-war-like-conditions-says-german-mp/

________________________________________________
From: Diane King dianekayking@hotmail.com
Sent: Tuesday, 28 August 2018 11:38 PM
Subject: LOER IN THE YOUTUBE CROSSHAIRS (Germar again)
LOER - GERMAR RUDOLF, Nov 2015
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: YouTube accounts-noreply@youtube.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 7:23 AM
To: Diane King
Subject: Notification of action taken on your YouTube video

Regarding your account: Diane King
We have received a legal complaint regarding your video. After review, the following video: LOER GERMAR RUDOLF, Nov 2015 has been blocked from view on the following YouTube country site(s):
Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Cyprus, Czechia, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, France,
United Kingdom, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Latvia, Martinique, Malta, New Caledonia, Netherlands, French Polynesia, Poland, Saint
Pierre and Miquelon, Portugal, Reunion, Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, French Southern
Territories, Wallis and Futuna, Mayotte.
YouTube blocks content where necessary to comply with local laws.
Please review our help centre article on legal complaints
//support.google.com/youtube/answer/3001497?hl=en-GB.
Yours sincerely,
The YouTube Team
Help centre • Email options • Report spam
©2018 YouTube, LLC 901 Cherry Ave, San Bruno, CA 94066, USA

***********************************************************

JIM RIZOLI, GERMAR RUDOLF INTERVIEW, Aug 28, 2018
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iENFyayTkeo&feature=youtu.be
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Seize the transnational corporations to rebuild Syria?
By Thierry Meyssan, Voltaire Network, Damascus (Syria), 14 August 2018
class. Not only did they destroy Syria, but also the US economy.
President Trump won the election on his promise to
Thus it is not for Washington to pay, but these people and the
overthrow financial capitalism and restore productive
transnational corporations directly implicated in the war.
capitalism. From this standpoint, he considers that war
For example, the United States investment fund and rival of the
damages owed to Syria should not be paid by the United
Carlyle Group, Henry Kravis’ KKR (market value 150 billion
States, but by transnational corporations. Is this
dollars). It employs General David Petraeus and transferred
revolution in international relations desirable or even
funds and weapons to Al-Qaeda and Daesh [2]. Or Japanese
possible?
automobile manufacturer Toyota, which furnished all of Daesh’s

Henry Kravis at the Davos Forum.
Close to John McCain, the founder of KKR is a member of the
Council for Foreign Relations and the Bilderberg Group (of which
his wife is an administrator). He employs General David
Petraeus (ex-director of the CIA) with whom he organised the
transfer of funds and weapons to Daesh. A long-term friend of
Emmanuel Macron, he secretly financed his electoral campaign.
14 member states of the « Friends of Syria » financed its
destruction by the jihadists. But after they had failed, none of
them want to pay anything for its reconstruction. However, they
had no problem supporting the states who offer refuge to the
Syrian refugees – given that, obviously, this was not a
humanitarian gesture, but a means of draining off Syria’s human
resources.
Above all, they all hope to further enrich themselves by masking
their crime and by obtaining reconstruction contracts.
On 7 and 8 August, meeting in Beirut, the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA),
estimated the minimal cost of reconstruction at 388 billion
dollars. It should deliver a detailed report on the subject in
September. Already, aware that what that country experienced
had very little to do with a « civil war », but rather with a
foreign aggression, it has announced the title of this report Syria, 7 years at war. Meaning Syria, 7 years at war and not 7
years of war [1].
By comparison, Lebanon, whose population is three times
smaller, was only able to obtain 11 billion dollars of international
aid during the CEDRE conference last April.
The United States, which had been planning the war against
Syria since 2004, does not want to part with a penny. According
to the Trump administration, this war was created by the Bush
Jr. administration and led by the Obama administration.
However, these two administrations were not serving the
interests of the US people, but those of a transnational financial

new vehicles (market value 170 billion dollars) [3]. Or again,
Caterpillar, the manufacturer of construction machines, which
sold to the jihadists the tunnel-building machinery necessary for
the construction of their underground networks (market value
76 billion dollars). Not to mention the Franco-Swiss cement
producer Lafarge-Holcim, which produced 6 million tonnes of
cement for the construction of their bunkers (market value 40
billion dollars) [4], etc.
The engagement of these corporations in the implementation of
Admiral Arthur Cebrowski’s plan to destroy the states and
societies of the Greater Middle East can probably be explained
by their certainty that they would thus gain access to the
region’s natural resources, under the protection of the Western
armies.
Making the multinationals pay does not exclude obtaining
damages from certain states like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar or
Turkey, which financed, or certain of whose citizens publicly
financed the jihadists.
If the Syrian Arab Republic can gather the proof of their role
during the war, it will be legally entitled to demand seizure
before the tribunals of the country accommodating their
headquarters. In the light of President Trump’s arguments, it
should be possible for them to count on the support of the new
US administration.
It is therefore possible, even without managing to make the
states pay, to collect the 388 billion dollars mentioned by the
ESCWA.
Àt the end of all wars which called for the payment of damages,
national companies were seized. The novelty this time will be
drawing the conclusions of economic globalisation and seizing
the transnationals.
Translation, Pete Kimberley
-------------------------------------------

Thierry Meyssan
Political consultant, President-founder of the Réseau
Voltaire (Voltaire Network). Latest work in French – Sous
nos Yeux. Du 11-Septembre à Donald Trump (Right
Before our Eyes. From 9/11 to Donald Trump).

_____________________________________________
CounterPunch –
NEWS UPDATE - 8-28-2018

One Dead McCain, 2.5 Million Dead
Iraqis
Nick Pemberton on John McCain
and reactionary sentimentality.

The Horrors of John McCain
Jeffrey St. Clair and Alexander
Cockburn on the war crimes of
John McCain.

Corbyn is Being
Destroyed
Jonathan Cook on the
smearing of Jeremy
Corbyn.

__________________________________________________
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Connnecting some dots
I am passing this on from someone who's
connecting some dots with input from sources he
cannot reveal.
Here's what it looks like when all the pieces are sewn
together
It smells like conspiracy and treason. Everyone needs to
read this. Slowly, and patiently, because it’s very
important......
From 2001 to 2005 there was an ongoing investigation
into the Clinton Foundation.
A Grand Jury had been impanelled.
Governments from around the world had donated to the
“Charity”.
Yet, from 2001 to 2003 none of those “Donations” to the
Clinton Foundation were declared. Now you would think
that an honest investigator would be able to figure this
out.
Look who took over this investigation in 2005: None
other than James Comey; Coincidence? Guess who was
transferred into the Internal Revenue Service to run the
Tax Exemption Branch of the IRS? None other than, Lois
“Be on The Look Out” (BOLO) Lerner. Isn’t that
interesting?
But this is all just a series of strange coincidences, right?
Guess who ran the Tax Division inside the Department of
Injustice from 2001 to 2005?
No other than the Assistant Attorney General of the
United States,
Rod Rosenstein.
Guess who was the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation during this time frame?
Another coincidence (just an anomaly in statistics and
chances), but it was Robert Mueller.
What do all four casting characters have in common?
They all were briefed and/or were front-line investigators
into the Clinton Foundation Investigation.
Another coincidence, right?
Fast forward to 2009....
James Comey leaves the Justice Department to go and
cash-in at Lockheed Martin.
Hillary Clinton is running the State Department, official
government business, on her own personal email server.
The Uranium One “issue” comes to the attention of the
Hillary.
Like all good public servants do, supposedly looking out
for America’s best interest, she decides to support the
decision and approve the sale of 20% of US Uranium to
no other than, the Russians.
Now you would think that this is a fairly straight up deal,
except it wasn’t, America got absolutely nothing out of it.
However, prior to the sales approval, no other than Bill
Clinton goes to Moscow, gets paid 500K for a one hour
speech; then meets with Vladimir Putin at his home for a
few hours.
Ok, no big deal right? Well, not so fast, the FBI had a
mole inside the money laundering and bribery scheme.

Robert Mueller was the FBI Director during this time
frame? Yep, He even delivered a Uranium Sample to
Moscow in 2009.
Who was handling that case within the Justice
Department out of the US Attorney’s Office in Maryland?
None other than, Rod Rosenstein. And what happened to
the informant?
The Department of Justice placed a GAG order on him
and threatened to lock him up if he spoke out about it.
How does 20% of the most strategic asset of the United
States of America end up in Russian hands when the FBI
has an informant, a mole providing inside information to
the FBI on the criminal enterprise?
Very soon after; the sale was approved!~145 million
dollars in “donations” made their way into the Clinton
Foundation from entities directly connected to the
Uranium One deal.
Guess who was still at the Internal Revenue Service
working the Charitable Division? None other than, - Lois
Lerner.
Ok, that’s all just another series of coincidences, nothing
to see here, right?
Let’s fast forward to 2015.
Due to a series of tragic events in Benghazi and after the
9 “investigations” the House, Senate and at State
Department, Trey Gowdy who was running the 10th
investigation as Chairman of the Select Committee on
Benghazi discovers that the Hillary ran the State
Department on an unclassified, unauthorized, outlaw
personal email server.He also discovered that none of
those emails had been turned over when she departed
her “Public Service” as Secretary of State which was
required by law. He also discovered that there was Top
Secret information contained within her personally
archived email.
Sparing you the State Departments cover up, the
nostrums they floated, the delay tactics that were
employed and the outright lies that were spewed forth
from the necks of the Kerry State Department, we shall
leave it with this…… they did everything humanly
possible to cover for Hillary. .
Now this is amazing, guess who became FBI Director in
2013? None other than James Comey; who secured 17
no bid contracts for his employer (Lockheed Martin) with
the State Department and was rewarded with a six
million dollar thank you present when he departed his
employer? Amazing how all those no-bids just went right
through at State, huh?
Now he is the FBI Director in charge of the “Clinton Email
Investigation” after of course his FBI Investigates the
Lois Lerner “Matter” at the Internal Revenue Service and
he exonerates her. Nope.... couldn’t find any crimes
there.
In April 2016, James Comey drafts an exoneration letter
of Hillary Rodham Clinton, meanwhile the DOJ is handing
out immunity deals like candy.They didn’t even convene
a Grand Jury!
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Like a lightning bolt of statistical impossibility, like a
miracle from God himself, like the true “Gangsta” Comey
is, James steps out into the cameras of an awaiting press
conference on July the 8th of 2016, and exonerates the
Hillary from any wrongdoing.
Do you see the pattern?
It goes on and on, Rosenstein becomes Asst. Attorney
General,Comey gets fired based upon a letter by
Rosenstein, Comey leaks government information to the
press, Mueller is assigned to the Russian Investigation
sham by Rosenstein to provide cover for decades of
malfeasance within the FBI and DOJ and the story
continues.
FISA Abuse, political espionage..... pick a crime, any
crime, chances are...... this group and a few others did
it:
All the same players.
All compromised and conflicted.
All working fervently to NOT go to jail themselves
All connected in one way or another to the Clinton's.
They are like battery acid; they corrode and corrupt
everything they touch.How many lives have these two
destroyed?
As of this writing, the Clinton Foundation, in its 20+
years of operation of being the largest International
Charity Fraud in the history of mankind, has never been
audited by the Internal Revenue Service.
Let us not forget that Comey's brother works for DLA
Piper, the law firm that does the Clinton Foundation's
taxes.
The person that is the common denominator to all the
crimes above and still doing her evil escape legal
maneuvers at the top of the 3 Letter USA Agencies?
Yep, that would be Hillary R. Clinton.
Now who is LISA BARSOOMIAN? Let’s learn a little about
Mrs. Lisa H. Barsoomian’s background.
Lisa H. Barsoomian, an Attorney that graduated from
Georgetown Law, is a protégé of James Comey and
Robert Mueller.
Barsoomian, with her boss R. Craig Lawrence,
represented Bill Clinton in 1998.
Lawrence also represented:
Robert Mueller three times;
James Comey five times;

Barack Obama 45 times;
Kathleen Sebelius 56 times;
Bill Clinton 40 times; and
Hillary Clinton 17 times.
Between 1998 and 2017, Barsoomian herself represented
the FBI at least five times.
You may be saying to yourself, OK, who cares? Who
cares about the work history of this Barsoomian woman?
Apparently, someone does, because someone out there
cares so much that they’ve “purged” all Barsoomian
court documents for her Clinton representation in
Hamburg vs. Clinton in 1998 and its appeal in 1999 from
the DC District and Appeals Court dockets (?). Someone
out there cares so much that even the internet has been
“purged” of all information pertaining to Barsoomian.
Historically, this indicates that the individual is a
protected CIA operative. Additionally, Lisa Barsoomian
has specialized in opposing Freedom of Information Act
requests on behalf of the intelligence community.
Although Barsoomian has been involved in hundreds of
cases representing the DC Office of the US Attorney, her
email address is Lisa Barsoomian at NIH.gov. The NIH
stands for National Institutes of Health. This is a tactic
routinely used by the CIA to protect an operative by
using another government organization to shield their
activities.
It’s a cover, so big deal right? What does one more
attorney with ties to the US intelligence community really
matter?
It deals with Trump and his recent tariffs on Chinese
steel and aluminum imports, the border wall, DACA,
everything coming out of California, the Uni-party
unrelenting opposition to President Trump, the Clapper
leaks, the Comey leaks, Attorney General Jeff Sessions
recusal and subsequent 14 month nap with occasional
forays into the marijuana legalization mix …. and last but
not least Mueller’s never-ending investigation into
collusion between the Trump team and-the Russians.
Why does Barsoomian, CIA operative, merit any
mention?
BECAUSE….
She is Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein’s WIFE!
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comm
ents/98yduw/connnecting_some_dots/

_______________________________________________
From the Archives: 2009.
Mark Dankof's America
Mark Dankof: The American Right’s Rubber Ball Pops Up Again
by Leila Fathi for Janbakhtegan
(Los Angeles/July 17th–Janbakhtegan) - July 17th, 2009 for an LA based Iranian exilic publication.

I will always remember my first trip to San Antonio,
chiefly for the sights of the Alamo, the Tower of the
Americas, and the Riverwalk.
And not incidentally, for the assigned purpose of my just
completed 3-day journalistic sojourn to the Alamo City
from the City of the Angels: to encounter The Rubber
Ball of the American Right, Mark Dankof, and to gather
his latest thoughts on our world and his.
He picked me up at San Antonio International Airport on
time and without a hitch, recognizing me immediately
only on the basis of an electronically transmitted photo
sent from Los Angeles the day before. Other than a
slightly-receding hairline and a touch of gray on the
sideburns, he looked exactly as he did in photographs
taken of him by my parents 35 years ago, in their home
in north Tehran. The athletic build of three and a half
decades previous had been kept reasonably well

preserved. My first glimpse of him was a poignant timewarp. I was not alive when his friendship with my late
father and mother first crossed the national and cultural
divide, a decade before I was even conceived.
Dankof was grudgingly tagged some years ago by the
late Jack Kemp as The Rubber Ball of the American
Right, for the simple reason that pressing down on him
at any moment in time, in any place, always seemed to
result in his popping up somewhere else, and usually
when least expected by his adversaries.
Kemp, as the erstwhile Pollyanna of the American neoconservative wing of the Republican Party of William F.
Buckley and Ronald Reagan, was especially infuriated
with The Rubber Ball when the latter was running as a
Constitution Party insurgent in the U. S. Senate race in
Delaware in 2000, with the specific goal of displacing
Kemp’s old pal, William Roth, from the latter’s seat in the
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world’s most deliberative and prestigious legislative
body. Several late night phone calls that year from
Kemp
to
Dankof’s
apartment
on
the
Delaware/Pennsylvania border, the content of which has
yet to be publicly revealed, failed to dissuade the latter
from keeping Mr. Roth in the Texas expatriate’s
crosshairs.
In the final analysis, it was Mark Dankof over KempRoth, much to the amusement of the Northeast regional
and Delaware State press corps at the time. Despite
being tagged by one Delaware State news daily as the
“The Texas Gun Lobby’s Minister Plenipotentiary in the
Delaware U. S. Senate race,” and with no money in
either federal matching funds or private contributions,
the former Seattle/King County 36th Legislative District
Chairman of the Republican Party garnered the combined
vote totals of the Reform and Constitution Party
Presidential candidates for Delaware in 2000.
Even more importantly, his fabled talk-show host
glibness and occasional acidity in forensic debate
encounters (now showcased with the populist Republic
Broadcasting Network outside of Austin), skewered Roth
repeatedly around The First State, as Dankof and
eventual winner Thomas Carper made ongoing mutual
hay over Mr. Roth’s repeated refusal to join any debate
format where the Constitution Party insurgent was
present.
“If I was to really toot my own horn,” the now 54 year
old Lutheran pastor opined, “I’d have to say that the
most important statistic of that race wasn’t the 1,041
votes I actually got in the election. It was the 11 point
swing in the polling service numbers in the last 10 days
of the election, from Roth to Carper, where I had the real
impact. My radio debate appearances were credited with
being a part of that. I admit I’m proud of what I
accomplished
that
year,
ridding
the
American
conservative movement of one of its biggest hoaxes ever
perpetrated on the electorate. But then, there are so
many more of them to be rid of.”
Life has now changed considerably for Mark Dankof at
the end of the 21st century’s first decade. He returned
to San Antonio in 2006 after a prolonged stint at
Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia for
post-graduate work, chiefly to get medical care for a
seriously-ill wife, and to care for a dying father. The
latter, an American Air Force Colonel who once served as
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi’s director of logistics for
the Imperial Iranian Air Force, passed away this May
20th. His military honors funeral at Randolph Air Force
Base was June 5th.
As for The Rubber Ball of the American Right, his
priorities have been refocused since his father’s death
two months ago. Aside from a once a week appearance
on Mark Dankof’s America for the Republic Broadcasting
Network, and a rare op-ed piece for brass-knuckled print
outlets like the American Free Press and the Proud
Political Junkie’s Gazette, public visibility as a political
activist for the paleo-conservative, America First sector
of the American political spectrum has noticeably waned.
He has resumed his pulpit ministry calling with San
Antonio’s Immanuel Lutheran Church, and is occasionally
spotted in local hospitals visiting the sick, or in especially
grim missions of calling on the U. S. Military’s wounded
at Brooke Army Medical Center (BAMC). His lips
noticeably tighten; the jaw suddenly tenses, when these
latter pastoral visitations are mentioned.
The Rubber Ball succumbed to the temptation to
editorialize on the impact of the wars:

“I don’t talk about this stuff when visiting wounded
kids or consoling families, but the Iraq-Afghanistan war
of counterinsurgency in Central Asia illustrates how
screwed up the American Right really is. We’ve killed
thousands of people, put our own kids in a couple of
unwinnable wars under false pretenses, and are in the
process of running up a tab of at least 3 trillion dollars
for a debacle that has no perceivable end–and all for the
Israeli lobby, the banks, and the energy consortiums, the
very folks who own the American political process and its
institutions. The Founding Fathers wouldn’t recognize
the place. You can have Kemp, John Hagee, John
McCain, and all the rest. I’ll take Washington and
Jefferson, thank you.”
Driving around San Antonio for 3 straight days with him
is a surreal experience, quite unlike any other in my brief
career in political journalism. In any given day, he pops
up at Gold’s Gym in the wee hours for treadmill, weight
machine, and swimming pool; spins by his own
congregational office at Immanuel Lutheran Church in a
changing neighborhood on the Alamo City’s Southside;
responds to a sudden emergency hospital crisis involving
virtually anyone in any part of town; checks up on his
wife’s rehabilitation sessions through the University of
Texas hospital system; descends upon several of the
city’s major bookstore outlets to snap up his usual
panoply of newspapers, magazines, and news journals
for instant digestion; returns 10 phone calls made daily
to his published cell phone number in any 3 hour
segment of time; and diverts to Bracken Gun Range on
the city’s Northside to join his network of gun enthusiasts
in possession of the most amazing array of weaponry I
have ever seen displayed in one place at one time.
The gun range encounter brought me into contact for the
first time with an American subculture unimaginable in
my native Iran. Dankof introduced me to some of the
regular denizens who inhabit his area of the armed
camp. Many were decked out in camouflage gear,
hunting boots, cowboy hats, and shooting glasses. They
all knew him by first name, and gathered eagerly around
his table to talk shop, and to learn the identity of his
unusual female companion for the afternoon session of
controlled gunfire. Logos from various military and gun
organizations adorned their gym bags and rifle cases.
Range tables were stocked with revolvers, semiautomatic handguns, high powered rifles with long-range
optical scopes, shotguns, boxes of ammunition,
headphones for hearing protection, and even infrared
technology for night vision shooting.
“My father taught me how to use a gun many years ago,”
he explained. “We never went hunting, only to the
ranges for regular target practice. He and I would
compete with each other with the Model 1911 Colt .45
auto, and the Winchester Model 94 in .30-.30 [John
Wayne’s lever action rifle in the Western movies]. It’s a
fact that I never outshot him once. When we lived in
Iran decades ago, he was still beating me at racquetball,
when I was 20 and he was 55. I still feel his presence
out here when I come to practice.”
The conversation between volleys of piercing gun blasts
turned naturally to The Rubber Ball’s younger days in my
homeland. “I really loved Iran,” he remembered with
more than a trace of wistfulness. “It was my plan to
return there after college, to learn the language, and to
travel as extensively within the country as possible. The
Revolution changed all of that in a heartbeat.”
Topics Iranian would continue in my final night in San
Antonio, at a steakhouse called Wildgrass. The Pastor
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[known jokingly as “Father” by his circle of friends at
Bracken Range] insisted on paying the bill. “You came
here from Los Angeles to talk to me,” he cautioned.
“And your parents did more for me in Iran years ago
than can ever be recounted. One can’t return to the past
in life, but I’m often taken back to those days when my
mind wanders. It was a different time, a different age, a
different place.”
This led me to the critical question I had been destined
to ask Mark Dankof since arriving in the Alamo City. As
you see things now, what continues to give you meaning
and to guide your destiny?
The Rubber Ball of the American Right paused. He
gathered his thoughts as he smiled, then engaged my
question.
“I’ve given up on changing the course of America
through the electoral process,” he opines. “I think the
United States is in the final stages of its past role as a
world empire. I’ve largely shifted into regaining my
focus and emphasis on the things of God, and things that
edify me, as opposed to dwelling on things that are
simply destructive. You know how it is.”
What are those things?
He paused once more. “Other than prayer, Scripture
reading, and helping people who need it, my goal is to
finish my post-graduate thesis and theological German
exam, to learn some Persian through the Pimsleur
Language Program, and to complete 3 books in the next
2 months.”
The books in question?
“The Jewish Revolutionary Spirit and Its Impact on World
History, by Dr. E. Michael Jones; Iran/Persia: Ancient
and Modern (Odyssey Books and Guides); and The Life
and Times of the Shah by Gholam Reza Afkhami.”
Any parting advice to my readers?
“Get your priorities straight. Spend your time on things
that matter. Dump the things that don’t. It’s that
simple.”
Any prediction on what will, or should happen in Iran?
“What will happen may prove entirely different from what
should happen there. Keeping in mind that virtually no
one cares what I think on the subject, I’d say that the
first step to recovery of that country would be the
elimination of any form of Islamic theocracy, which is no
better or worse, of course, than any other ill-fated
theocratic scheme for government on planet Earth.
Second, the nation needs to return to some type of
secular constitutional republic, in conjunction with a well
defined return role for Persian monarchy, going back
2,500 years to King Cyrus and the ancient Zoroastrian

idea of the divine farr. Third, the country needs to
maintain its autonomy and unity, avoid any descent into
sectarian and regional tribalisms, and maintain an
openness to commerce and trade with outside powers
while keeping foreign interventionism and intrigue at
bay. That includes the American, British, and Israeli
varieties, along with the Russian, Chinese, and Arab
brands as well.”
Who do you consider the Persians that have stood out
most as influences in your own life?
“I consider your Shahbanou, Farah Pahlavi, the most
dignified and effective female political role model and
head of state in any country of the world, period. I know
of no American or European lady who quite matches her.
In the scholarly realm, I’d say Fatema Soudivar
Farmanfarmian, Dr. Kaveh Farrokh [Shadows in the
Desert: Ancient Persia at War], and Dilip Hiro have given
me the most guidance on your country, as a nonspecialist seeking to learn more. And when it comes to
political activism and human rights for Iran, Shirin
Neshat of Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan is at the top of the
list. I say that for two reasons. First, she has managed
to survive for 30 years after losing both her father
[General Ali Neshat, Commander of the Shah’s
Immortals, the Imperial Guard] and her country at the
same time. Second, she harkens back to a time when
people in activism were there because of ideas and
ideals, not money and power. If Iran is ever recovered
in my lifetime, Ms. Neshat will have a place in the
highest stratum of the pantheon of the giants that
history will say had the greatest role to play in the most
dramatic counter-revolution of all time.”
I said farewell to The Rubber Ball of the American Right
yesterday, July 16th, before transiting through airport
security at San Antonio International for a return
Southwest flight to Los Angeles. Once through security,
I glanced back. He was still there, ready to wave
goodbye before I disappeared through the mass of
humanity bound for distant destinations through the
arched, blue, cloudless firmament of the south Texas
skies.
Dozens of Iranian expatriates of the Pahlavi era still
count him as their friend, even as he somehow seems a
stranger and sojourner in his own land, in these days of
a changing American political and cultural landscape.
I now understand why.
*https://mark1marti2.wordpress.com/2009/07/24/mar

From the Archive
--------------------------------Jerusalem Post Diaspora

and founder of the Adelaide Institute had previously been
jailed in Germany for Holocaust denial in the late 1990s.
He has also railed against – what he calls – “Holocaust
racketeers... corpse peddlers and the Shoah business
merchants.”
He recently wrote on his website, “The Zionist lobby in
this country is malicious, implacable, mendacious and
dangerous” and has caused him a “great deal of lost
sleep.”
“What’s more, once the expression ‘anti-Semite’ hits the
air, or heaven forefend, the sacred formula ‘six million’ is
uttered, then I know from bitter experience that there is
not one manager or editor in the country who will defend
an underling. We are thrown to the jackals.”
Justice Lucy McCallum, of the New South Wales Supreme
Court, who ruled on the case, said: “On the strength of

k-dankof-the-american-rights-rubber-ball-pops-upagain/

_______________________________________________

Judge tosses Holocaust denier’s defamation case against
newspaper
Frederik Toben sought damages over 2013 article in ‘The
Australian.’

By Sam Sokol - December 2, 2015 03:02
An Australian Holocaust denier’s defamation lawsuit
against a local newspaper was dismissed on Monday,
amidst judicial accusations that he had engaged in “a
cynical misuse” of the courts system in order to air his
controversial views.
The suit, brought by Dr. Fredrick Toben, sought damages
from The Australian over a 2013 article which described
him as a “Holocaust denier.” The German- born historian
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his own writings, it is difficult to conclude otherwise than
that Dr. Toben has a clear agenda to create a public
forum for disputation of the history of the Holocaust and
for the expression of anti-Semitic views.”
According to McCallum, Toben has not sufficiently proved
that he sought to repudiate charges of the anti-Semitism
in the article in question but, rather, that he sought to
use a trial as a method of garnering publicity for his
ideas.
“The defendants have established to my satisfaction that
Dr. Toben seeks by these proceedings to manipulate the
process of the court to create a forum in which to assert
the very views by the attribution with which he claims to
have been defamed,” she further asserted.
Earlier this month, an 87-year-old German grandmother
was sentenced to a 10-month prison term for Holocaust
denial for stating that it had not been sufficiently proven
that Auschwitz was a death camp.
*https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/JudgetossesHolocaus
t-deniers-defamation-case-against-newspaper-436012

========================
We survived Auschwitz and thought we were safe.
We can’t believe anti-Semitism is back…
By Paul Offord

We are still fighting, trying to educate people. The Jews
are not all wealthy, want to rule the world, and all that
rubbish that is being talked about.
Anita Lasker-Wallfisch
“We were very young and very naive,” she said.
"We thought anti-Semitism will be a thing of the past.
“I think we should bring the conversation back to today.
What on earth is going on? Suddenly anti-Semitism is
headlines again in the papers.
This is what I find very diffi cult to swallow.
“We are still fighting, trying to educate people. The Jews
are not all wealthy, want to rule the world, and all that
rubbish that is being talked about.”
Susan, 87, a Hungarian Jew who arrived at Auschwitz in
1944, also expressed her determination to carry on
fighting prejudice.
“I have my little philosophy of life – we are not expected
to finish the job, as long as I can make a little dent in
that long-held anti-Semitism I am satisfied,” she said.
Historians have estimated that between 1940 and 1945
the Nazis sent at least 1.3 million people to Auschwitz.
About 1.1 million of those died or were killed, following
the Final Solution policy launched from 1942 to
exterminate all Jews from German-occupied Europe.

PUBLISHED: 01:25, Sun, Aug 19, 2018 | UPDATED: 15:30,
Sun, Aug 19, 2018
HOLOCAUST survivors from the Auschwitz extermination
camp have spoken of their horror over the resurgence of
anti-Semitism.

Anita Lasker-Wallfisch, Zigi Shipper, Lily Ebert and Susan
Pollack told BBC Radio 4 programme The Reunion of
people being thrown alive into crematoria and of coming
face to face with the “Angel of Death” – notorious SS
doctor Josef Mengele – in an episode due to be broadcast
this morning.
The four relived their shattering experiences of the Nazi
death camp in Poland where more than a million were
murdered during the Second World War – then switched
focus to the present day, where anti-Semitism is again
dominating the headlines.
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn and his party have been
dogged by accusations of anti-Semitism and the UK and
Europe have seen the rise of far-Right groups.
Anita, 93, who was deported to Auschwitz from Germany
in 1943, aged 18, recalled telling her sister after
surviving the Holocaust and moving to England that they
would “change the world”.
Related articles

*Holocaust Memorial Day: Concentration camp survivor
on Auschwitz

*Britain's oldest poppy seller and former Auschwitz POW
honoured

BBC Radio 4 broadcaster Sue MacGregor and Auschwitz
survivors Lily, Susan, Anita and Zigi. (Image: BBC)

An exterior view of The Auschwitz complex on December
8, 2004 (Image: GETTY)

The survivors recalled creeping anti-Semitism in the
1930s, which they said should act as a warning today.
“I come from a non-religious Jewish family and I didn’t
even know that being Jewish was a problem,” said Anita.
“But in 1933 I heard my first anti-Semitic remark from a
child, when I was trying to wipe the blackboard and
somebody said, ‘Don’t give the Jew the sponge’.
I thought, ‘What the hell is going on?’.
” Memories of being transported to Auschwitz as a
teenager from his home in Poland in cattle trucks haunt
Zigi, 88. “There was no way we could sit down.
People were suffocating,” he said.
“Every time the train stopped they took out dead bodies
and after a few days I had a chance to sit down.”
Lily, 88, who was transported from Hungary, recalled Dr
Mengele, who performed deadly human experiments on
prisoners, playing a key role in deciding on the fate of
new arrivals.
“In one movement he sent people right or left, to live or
to die,” she said.
“My mother, my younger brother and my younger sister
they sent straight to the left, straight to the
crematorium.” Anita added:
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“They were so overworked at the crematorium that they
couldn’t cope with the people, so they started throwing
them alive into the flames.”
Zigi spoke of his eternal gratitude at being resettled in
Britain after the Allies liberated Auschwitz in 1945.
“I could never thank the British people for what they did
for us if I live for 1,000 years,” he said.
The Reunion is on BBC Radio 4 at 11.15am today.
Related articles
*John Galliano fired by Christian Dior after anti-semetic
rant
*'Labour must suspend anti-Semetic Oxford sutdents'
demands MP
*'Corbyn is an anti-semite' blasts Munich survivor
*https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1005304/Wesurvived-Auschwitz-and-thought-we-were-safe

*https://www.amazon.com/Swimming-Auschwitz-JonKean/dp/B01HFWMI32

-----------------------------------------------

____________________________________________
Voices

Modern Holocaust denial is real and visible. No wonder British Jews are so scared
In an age of fake news and alternative facts, history is up for grabs. Convince people to question
Auschwitz and what else can’t you challenge?
Matt Greene, Thursday 9 August 2018 14:30, 611 comments
something. Nevertheless my answer surprised him: I
don’t agree that it’s a “nonsense”.

Modern Holocaust denial is real and visible. No wonder
British Jews are so scared

In 1959, accepting an Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead
Actor in a Comedy Series, the Jewish comedian Jack
Benny said: “I don’t deserve this award, but then I have
arthritis and I don’t deserve that either.”
In doing this, he summed up the experience of living in
Britain as a Jew in the latter half of 2018.
To live as a Jew in Britain in 2018 is to occupy a period of
rare historical privilege. There are no pogroms to drive
you from your homes; no ghettoes to house you in
poverty and illness; no prohibitions on your movements,
religious expressions and entry into certain professions;
no seizures of your assets; no camps to mechanise your
mass murder; and no threats to your existence that
could honestly be described as either credible or
imminent.
In short, the generation of Jews of which I am a part
is enjoying an extended holiday from the persecution
that has defined our history since God was young. Every
one of us has won the lottery.
And then there’s the arthritis.
What did I make of all this nonsense with the mural, I
was asked recently by a well-meaning acquaintance, who
knows I’m a severely lapsed, non-practising Jew. In the
last few years I’ve taken to disclosing this fact in my first
few encounters with anyone I might want to get to know.
In part this is a test – if they react by asking me to
justify the occupation of the West Bank, or worse, by
telling me they love Jews and where can they get the
best smoked salmon, their card is marked – and in part I
want to protect myself from an accusation that has
dogged Jews since we slivered up onto the land to take
control of your media: that somehow I’ve been hiding

‘A City Without Jews’: 1920s film predicts rise of
antisemitism

My acquaintance went onto explain that only two of the
figures in the much-discussed mural were Jewish (an
identification he’d made based on the reheating and
propagation of centuries-old antisemitic tropes) and
pretty soon, as these things always do, the conversation
slipped towards Israel.
I tried to explain I had no special insight and no interest
in discussing it, but nevertheless he persisted: the
treatment of the Palestinians was truly shocking (I
agreed). Really, it was “on a par with Nazi Germany”.
My family were also lottery winners. My greatgrandparents, who came from Poland, Russia and
Lithuania, abandoned all that they knew (their families
and friends, their professions, their language), and,
sensing the beginnings of an ill wind, came to Britain in
the 1920s and 1930s. They fought discriminatory laws,
poverty and hostile locals to put down roots in a country
they didn’t know and raise my grandparents in a tongue
they didn’t speak; my only memories of my greatgrandma Golda, who died when I was young, are of her
smuggling me sweets, speaking in an English that
remained idiosyncratic to the end: there was no need to
make a solemn dance.
The families of many of my friends were not so lucky. My
closest friend’s grandfather survived the ghetto in Lodz
before springtime in Auschwitz (a few months earlier and
he would not have survived) and a death march to
Loslau. These days, at the age of 88, he travels the
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length of the country to talk to schoolchildren about the
dangers of hatred and where it can lead.
Another friend’s grandmother was separated from her
family and brought up Catholic. Another’s grew up in
hiding. One thing we all share: none of us can trace our
families back more than a couple of generations. The
Holocaust, as I’ve come to think of it, is history’s loudest
full-stop.
Imagine you’re in a dispute with a bully whose whole
family has been wiped out by cancer. Imagine you watch
them punch someone repeatedly in the face and react by
calling them a cancer.
The analogy is imperfect and simplistic (analogies always
are; for one thing it conflates Israel and the Jews in a
way many on the left are so guilty of doing) but on a
basic level it serves to illustrate the problem. There
comes a point when insensitivity becomes something
more sinister: a wilful provocation that does less to call
attention to the issue you’re ostensibly discussing than to
diminish a trauma that’s still being processed and felt,
one that’s encoded in our genes.
Accusations of antisemitism against those on the left
(predominantly, but not exclusively, in Corbyn’s Labour)
are often met with cries that the “real” racism comes
from the right. If this is true it demonstrates again that
the left is neglecting its duty of care towards the Jews of
this country. In viewing antisemitism as a “lesser”
racism, in failing to provide a haven for a minority who,
by the left’s own reckoning, have reason to be fearful of
the right, the left has rightly earned the suspicion of
many young Jews who until recently have thought of
antisemitism as an anachronism.
More damning, instances of antisemitism are treated as
siphoning attention from more pressing and popular
causes or as reason to question the loyalty of those Jews
who bring them to light.
None of this would matter so much – depressing,
frightening and infuriating through it is – except for the
wider context in which it is happening.

Antisemitism protesters shout ‘Corbyn Out’ during demo
at Labour HQ

We are living through a significant moment in history. My
friend’s grandfather will soon no longer be able to speak
to schoolchildren about his experiences. Soon there will
be no more first generation survivors to keep the story of
the Holocaust alive through their firsthand accounts of its
horrors.
Last week Mark Zuckerberg, raised Jewish, once proud
atheist but always zealously neoliberal, declared that
Holocaust deniers were not in breach of Facebook’s
terms of use since everyone makes mistakes. In an age
of fake news and alternative facts, and with the growing
supremacy of the algorithm, history is up for grabs. And
the Holocaust is a key battleground.

That Holocaust denial is resurgent at a time when
firsthand accounts are getting harder to find is no
coincidence, and neither is its own evolution in form.
The Holocaust is in many ways a natural frontier for the
alt-right whose modus operandi is the casting into doubt
of objective truth. Holocaust denial, once an end of level
boss for conspiracy theorists and truthers, is now a
starting point.
Convince people to question Auschwitz and what else
can’t you challenge?
What’s scariest though, as a Jew and as a liberal, is that
Holocaust denial is now where extreme left and right
meet. The language, gestures and agendas might differ
but what both amount to is a deliberate attempt to
diminish the victimhood of a people who have faced
massacre or expulsion on average every hundred years
for the last two thousand.
The question of whether or not Jeremy Corbyn, who on
Holocaust Memorial Day 2010 chaired an event whose
title compared Israel to the Nazis, is an antisemite is no
longer the right one to be asking. The question is: if he
can’t protect us from the neo-Nazis and the alternative
historians, then who can?
Victory in the battle for Holocaust remembrance is, as
yet, far from assured. For many Jews this can seem the
result of a perfect storm of policy and circumstance, but
really it is the natural result of a slow but steady
conversion of the Holocaust from historical fact to
rhetorical flourish, of the idea that the Jews have
somehow overplayed Auschwitz.
My father, himself a lapsed Jew, once claimed that the
Jewish people are unique in that we are the only minority
hated equally by the left as by the right. The right, he
claimed, hated us for the same reason they hated
everyone – because they didn’t see in them a reflection
of themselves – while the left hated us because we failed
to fit their idea of a victim; because they believed what
the right had told them: that despite our cowardice, our
weakness, our stinginess and our greed, we had
incredible power.
At the time, as throughout my childhood, I considered
my father an alarmist and borderline fantasist, but one of
the painful facts of coming of age as a Jew of my
generation is the dawning realisation that our parents
might have had a point.
That all along we were the ones being complacent.
That many Jews who never have previously are
considering moving to Israel (a country I feel no
affiliation for) are now doing so, while it will infuriate
many who rightly advocate for the rights of Palestinians,
should surprise no one.
Personally I don’t fear for my safety or sleep with a
suitcase under the bed. I still maintain that compared to
other minorities who do not have the choice of when and
how to disclose their ethnicities Jews have it easy. But
one thing’s for certain: it’s starting to feel like the
holiday’s over.
Matt Greene is the author of ‘Ostrich’. His forthcoming
book, ‘Max & Me’, deals with contemporary antisemitism
and the changing face of Holocaust denial
*https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/labour-antisemitism-modern-holocaust-denial-british-jews-scareda8484806.html

__________________________________________
becomes a sheep will find a wolf to eat him") Sunic notes
Sheep finds a wolf to eat him
Tom Sunic, PhD, entitled his talk 'Fake News and Phony
Politics'. In quoting sociologist Vilfredo Pareto ("whoever

that passivity (egalitarianism, or pathological altruism)
encourages aggression, an insight deep in the cultural
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memory of eastern European and Russia (Mongol
invasion of Russia began in 1223; after years of war,
Russia submitted to Mongolian rule in 1237 which which
lasted until 1480). Europe warred with the Turks 400
years. Sunic speaks of the t last great push by the
Ottoman empire to take Austria in 1683 and the rest of
the continent. Invasion occurs, and with stepped up rigor
after the NATO/Obama/Hillary destruction of Libya and
most specifically the murder of Muammar Gaddafi,
making decimated Libya the key site for mass
migration/invasion. In his wide-ranging talk, Sunic, a

Catholic, touched on the role of Pope Francis "who
sounds like Karl Marx."
Born in Zagreb, Croatia, Sunic is the author of many
books, including Homo Americanus: Child of the
Postmodern Age; Against Democracy and Equality: The
European New Right; and Titans Are In Town.
Sunic moderated and spoke at the National Solutions
Conference 2018 held June 15-17 at Montgomery Bell
State Park, Tennessee.
* https://vimeo.com/280112735

____________________
Virulently anti-Semitic Malaysian PM says he
should be allowed to criticize Jews
Mahathir Mohamad, who has accused Jews of 'Nazi
cruelty' and seeking to wipe out all Muslims, says
'Anti-Semitic' is 'an invented term to prevent
criticizing Jews for doing wrong'
By AP and JTA 13 August 2018, 3:36 pm 6

Malaysia's Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad in an
interview with The Associated Press in Putrajaya,
Malaysia, August 13, 2018. (AP Photo/Yam G-Jun)

In an interview on Monday, Malaysia’s avowedly antiSemitic prime minister Mahathir Mohamad said
accusations that he was anti-Semitic were meant to
silence his criticism of Jews “for doing wrong things.”
In an interview with the Associated Press that ranged
from trade with China to the Rohingya crisis in nearby
Myanmar, Mohamad, a longtime champion of Palestinian
causes, was asked about his record of comments seen as
anti-Semitic.
“We should be able to criticize everybody,” he said, and
assailed laws against denying the scale of the Holocaust.
“Anti-Semitic is a term that is invented to prevent people
from criticizing the Jews for doing wrong things,” he said.
Mahathir led his opposition Pakatan Harapan (Alliance of
Hope) coalition to a surprise victory in national elections
in May. On Thursday he took his oath of office before the
king, Sultan Muhammad V. He is a larger-than-life figure
in Malaysia, with his influence dominating the multiethnic
country’s politics from the Cold War into a new
millennium. His first turn as prime minister stretched for
22 years, coming to an end in 2003.
He is also famous for his virulent anti-Semitism. He
wrote on his personal blog in 2012 that “Jews rule this
world by proxy,” the Associated Press has reported.
In a 2003 speech before assembled leaders of Muslimmajority nations at the Organization of the Islamic
Conference summit in Kuala Lumpur, he called for “1.3

billion Muslims” to unite to “counterattack” against the
“few million Jews” who had defeated them. He also
suggested Jews sought to “wipe out” all the world’s
Muslims, and used the Holocaust as an example Muslims
could emulate.
“1.3 billion Muslims cannot be defeated by a few million
Jews,” he said in the speech. “There must be a way. And
we can only find a way if we stop to think, to assess our
weaknesses and our strength, to plan, to strategize and
then to counterattack. We are actually very strong. 1.3
billion people cannot be simply wiped out. The Europeans
killed six million Jews out of 12 million.”
He has also said, “I am glad to be labeled anti-Semitic
[…] How can I be otherwise, when the Jews who so often
talk of the horrors they suffered during the Holocaust
show the same Nazi cruelty and hard-heartedness
towards not just their enemies but even towards their
allies should any try to stop the senseless killing of their
Palestinian enemies.”
He wrote in his 1970 book “The Malay Dilemma” that
“the Jews are not merely hook-nosed, but understand
money instinctively.”
Mahathir rose to prominence by controversially
championing the country’s indigenous Malays, whom he
saw as disadvantaged compared to the country’s Chinese
minority, and he oversaw the rapid development of his
young country while concentrating power under his
increasingly autocratic rule.
He has long seemed to relish his role as an antagonist to
the West. He frequently criticized the US and its close
allies — often with colorful and at times offensive
language — while promoting what he saw as Asian
values and interests.
Mahathir’s criticism of Western leaders has extended
more recently to US President Donald Trump, whom he
described as an “erratic man” during an AP interview last
year. His return to office hasn’t tempered his opinion.
“So far he has not indicated that I should change my
views,” he said of Trump on Monday. “He changes his
mind within 24 hours. I mean it is difficult to deal with
any person whose mind is not made up.”
Still, Malaysia would continue to welcome American
investment, particularly in high-tech sectors, he said, as
he promised tax breaks and other incentives.
Mahathir was scathing in his criticism of Myanmar, a
country whose inclusion into the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations he had pushed for in 1997 despite
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concerns over human rights abuses and protests by the
US.
“It is grossly unjust to do what they have done, killing
people, mass murder, that’s not the way civilized nations
behave,” he said.
The previous government of predominantly Muslim
Malaysia strongly supported the Rohingya, a persecuted
minority in Myanmar who have fled by the hundreds of
thousands to neighboring Bangladesh after a crackdown
last year that some have called ethnic cleansing.
Malaysia has said the displacement of Rohingya is no
longer a domestic issue for Myanmar, in a rare departure
from ASEAN’s non-interference policy in each other’s
affairs.

Mahathir added that he was “very disappointed” in
Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi’s failure to halt the
oppression.
“Obviously she appears to be with the government of the
day on how they treat the Rohingyas. It’s a question of
justice and human rights. You can’t do that,” he said.
He stopped short of committing Malaysia to taking in
more Rohingya refugees, however, saying the 7 million
legal and undocumented foreigners Malaysia already
hosts are “far too many.”
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/virulently-anti-semiticmalaysian-pm-says-he-should-be-allowed-to-criticizejews/

________________________________________________
-----Original Message----From: David Dees
Sent: Wednesday, 29 August 2018 10:50 AM
Subject: Dees ART // massive Dees info

Howdy
here is a quick update.
— After my trip to Acapulco last February decided not to
escape and move far away from the imploding, GMO
eating, obesity adoring, G5 decorated, smart metered,
fluoridated, chemtrailed, and communist occupied United
States of America by moving to the distant rainforests of
Ecuador, nope, staying in the countryside of Oregon and
I will go down with the ship we call America, please wish
me, the cats, and my bunny good luck, we will need it
— After 11 years I am no longer illustrating political art,
that part of my art career is now over, and wow do I feel
much better NOT looking at the frightening news and
problems worldwide, my days are so much happier and
healthy vital energy is returning again. Will chat later
about my new diet and regiments that defy logic. My
three glossy art books containing 300 full page
illustrations are now collectors items, they will not be
reprinted, so suggest ordering soon because I am raising
the price as they become scarce.
— Now I turned my art super powers into illustrating full
time for the high technology folks at AlarmX corporation.
Here are some new art pieces as we release to the whole
world announcing the newest blockchain technologies to
help make our perfect lives even more fantastic. Not
quite like the Jetsons, but hinting that direction.
When I attended Anarchapulco in Acapulco Mexico I met
Marcus Lindley, a genius computer programmer who
worked in the security industries for 20 years applying
his vast talent of writing computer code for security
systems to now writing… and has now done what no one
has ever done before…wait for it…, he created Security
Monitoring on the Blockchain! Sound boring, think again.
Just like bitcoin is surfing the brilliant platform called the
blockchain, now so is security monitoring, making
AlarmX the newest leading tech company giant in the
security industry. And the best part is there is the
AlarmX coin! This is an integral part of the success that is
AlarmX.
Read the white paper and be blown away like we all are.
*https://alarmx.io/AlarmX-Official-Whitepaper.pdf
This is me just trying to explain AlarmX tech even though
I barely know what it is, but this is very different about
this crypto is, it is backed by this crazy high technology
just being unveiled, security monitoring on the
blockchain. It’s a big big deal in the security business.
Blockchain tech will revolutionize the whole industry

internationally, with AlarmX announcing the first
patented inventions and poised to becoming a billion
dollar conglomerate coorporation. Did I also mention that
AlarmX has also created and owns their very own
blockchain? No other cryptocurrency except Bitcoin owns
their own blockchain.
AlarmX is also designing and
marketing high tech products using their own tech, and
why so many electronic hardware companies are now
scrambling to sign up and use AlarmX software tech with
their own electronics. How is a crypto coin tied so tightly
with a major corporation, you might ask, here is how,
you have to use the AlarmX coin to get the AlarmX
technology, I kid you not. Imagine the potential value
now. Look into it.
You can get AlarmX coins right now, it is in private sale
for 20 cents today, but in six days will be released
publicly by the top crypto exchange Bitexbay, we expect
the price to then rise dramatically. So invest in AlarmX
right now please, not just because I am their official
artist, but because this moment in time is very big deal
when AlarmX is 20 cents.
There is a five hundred dollar minimum buy in, they
accept Bitcoin, Ethereum and PayPal.
Go to https://alarmx.io
Here is the white paper for AlarmX
*https://alarmx.io/AlarmX-Official-Whitepaper.pdf
If you are going to buy please click this special referral
link and register at AlarmX so that my name is listed as
your referral, it helps my own stash of coinage, that is
very important.
https://alarmx.io/refer/David/MTI3ZmRzZjMybDRrakBs
bmgz

Thank you for helping me over the last decade of years
of being a starving political activist artist, I know I was a
mess of mistakes on many levels, and I had some glory
times too, but I made it through the other side feeling
very optimistic and emotionally strong on this August
2018 afternoon. I will also be writing more on my super
candida health recovery coming up, you won’t believe
the cures I am now testing and finding results.
Thank you for helping me financially over the years, my
friends have really come through for me, now I can
return that giant favor by thanking you from my
appreciative smiling heart, it was a rough ride I sent
myself on, and here I am alert and excited to be alive in
spite of the bleak future the controllers are rolling out for
us, haha, just letting you know about AlarmX, and don’t
forget, Bitcoin was 20 cents a coin just 5 years ago, and
we fully expect AlarmX to be in the top ten
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crytocurrencies, count on it. Remember that I told you
so.
And to the folks that dismiss crypto as some kind of a
trap, or fad that should be avoided, just know that it is
the mainstream news pushing that narrative you are
repeating. Fact is, we know our government is pushing
us into a cashless society, and it will be their digital
money we are forced to trade in, but the federal reserve
can try to ban crypto, the only way they can stop
cryptocurrency is take down the internet. AlarmX and
Bitcoin will always be with us, some say Bitcoin will be a
million a coin one day, others say it will be worth zero.
Let us see who is soon gonna be millionaires. Should be
fun.
nice to be back, back with more soon
love you
dees
----------------------------------------------------------------
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GERMANY AT WAR
WITH INVADERS –
CIVIL WAR

German street decimated by migrants
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8whTForCPbE
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Kuru Disease, PNG, and a Pedophile Connection
By Mary W Maxwell, LLB, August 13, 2018
In the 1950s, doing his army service, Gajdusek helped
show that the haemorrhagic fever killing US soldiers in
South Korea was spread by migrating birds. In 1954, the
US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) sent him to a camp
in Bolivia for native American Okinawans transported
there by the US navy after the second world war.
There were so many deaths it was rumoured to be an
extermination camp; but he showed that the deaths were
by natural causes and fighting. The CDC offered him a
job. “You’re a screwball”, said his boss, “but you’re my
kind of screwball.”
Scrapie is found in sheep and goats-photo Science News
Gajdusek declined the offer and went to work with
When I was a student at Johns Hopkins University in
another Nobel-laureate-to-be, the immunologist Sir
1976, one of our teachers excitedly announced that
Macfarlane Burnet, in Melbourne. In 1957 Burnet sent
Carleton Gadjusek had won the Nobel Prize for his
him to Port Moresby, New Guinea, to set up part of a
discovery of the origin of the brain disease, kuru.
multinational study on child development, behaviour and
I have my doubts about that disease. I have my doubts
disease, where he heard about a mystery illness called
that Gajdusek and other persons from the US’s National
kuru affecting a tribe of the eastern highlands.
Institute of Health heard of people in a remote tribe in
The Fore, always willing to adopt new customs, had
Papua New Guinea suffering a neurological ailment and
copied a neighbouring tribe, the Anga, some years earlier
went to investigate.
and taken up cannibalism. They abandoned it when
Pardon me if I am carrying my scepticism too far. I have
missionaries told them that eating people is wrong.
researched the work of the Louis Pasteur and consider
Their kuru was more recent and becoming more
him to be an all-around fraud, so saying the same for a
prevalent. Gajdusek began mapping its incidence, noting
lesser-known scholar is not so bad!
that nobody recovered. Dozens of blood samples
I venture to guess that the disease in question, kuru,
revealed nothing untoward.
was a laboratory creation and that it was then spread
By April 1957 he had 28 cases and 13 deaths. By June he
among the Fore people in PNG. It is a disease similar to
had 200 deaths; most were women and children. Kuru
scrapie in sheep.
sufferers shrieked, stumbled, jerked and twitched, were
Almost surely scrapie and hoof-and-mouth are tools of
belligerent and prone to mirth. Gajdusek wanted to know
sabotage. You can see that they spread in a political way
if the disease was genetic, infectious, environmental or
on the map, not according to epidemiological
psychosomatic.
expectations.
He sent brains to be analysed in Australia and at the US
In a later article I will use Steve McMurray’s research into
National Institutes of Health (NIH). He investigated what
PNG events to develop the idea that Fiona Barnett’s main
the Fore ate, drank or touched. He tried ad hoc
handler,
Leonas
Petrauskas,
had
“interesting
treatments: vitamins, steroids, antibiotics. Nothing
connections” to the scientists who were busy in PNG.
worked.
For now, I want to set the stage by showing that Dr
Meanwhile, the Americans noted that the brains were
Carlton Gajdusek (1923-2008), a Nobel laureate, was a
similar to those of CJD patients. Burnet proposed sending
pedophile. Indeed, he went to jail for it. He had adopted
out a multidisciplinary team. Gajdusek replied that he
56 children, mostly boys.
was that team.
The rest of this article consists of his Obituary in The
Around this time he visited the Anga. They did not have
Guardian.
kuru but did have an interesting form of welcome: the
From The Guardian of February 25, 2009
youths persistently offered to fellate him and regarded it
Carleton Gajdusek, who has died aged 85, had the rare
as great fun.
distinction of being a Nobel Prize winner and a convicted
After nine months, Gajdusek returned to NIH. There, an
child molester. As a medical researcher he studied kuru,
American scientist, William Hadlow, wrote saying how
an incurable disease that affects the Fore tribe in Papua
similar the brains looked to brains of sheep infected with
New Guinea, and showed that it had a long incubation
scrapie.
period, but progresses rapidly when it starts, and is
Gajdusek inoculated chimps with extracts of Fore brains,
unlike any previously understood infection.
knowing it would be a long time incubating, and went
It does not provoke an immune response and cannot be
back to the hospital he had founded for the Fore.
destroyed by heat, radiation or formaldehyde. He called
He visited other tribes with paedophiliac traditions, and
the causative agent a “slow virus” and showed that kuru
in 1963 brought to the US the first of his 56 adopted
was related to Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease in humans and
sons, a 12-year-old Anga boy, who landed barefoot in
scrapie in sheep; we now call the organism a prion and
Washington with a bone through his nose. He put them
know that it is a non-living entity that can reproduce
all through high school, and many through university or
itself.
medical school.
Gajdusek was born in Yonkers, New York, to east
In 1965, two years after they had been inoculated, the
European immigrants. He studied biophysics at Rochester
chimps started to become ill. Gajdusek consulted a
University, graduating in 1943, and medicine at Harvard,
British expert on sheep scrapie, who confirmed that the
qualifying in 1946.
chimps had died of the same disease that killed the Fore.
He then did research at Caltech (the California Institute
It was a triumphant moment for Gajdusek, says the
of Technology) under Linus Pauling and Max Delbruch,
science writer DT Max, author of The Family That
and research at Harvard under John Enders. All three
Couldn’t Sleep, a history of prion disease research: proof
scientists later became Nobel laureates.
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that the disease was caused by an infectious agent. By
1976, when he received his Nobel prize, Gajdusek had
published 150 papers.
He published a further 450 papers on “slow virus”
diseases and ethnography. In 1974 an American
neurologist and neuroscientist, Stanley Prusiner, entered
the field and coined the term prion (for proteinaceous
infectious particle, and incorporating the first two letters
of his surname). Prusiner received a Nobel prize in 1997.
In the 1990s a member of Gajdusek’s lab had told the
FBI that something fishy was going on and that clues
might lie in Gajdusek’s diaries. They contained nothing
incriminating, apart from a Prufrock-like reference to his
inhibitions.
The FBI questioned Gajdusek’s adopted sons and found
one who was willing to testify; in a taped phone call from
the boy, Gajdusek admitted they had masturbated each
other.
None of the other boys said Gajdusek had touched them
and several were willing to give evidence in his favour.
Many distinguished scientists pleaded for clemency for
him.
Gajdusek was 74 when he emerged after serving a year
in prison, his health broken. He retired to Amsterdam,
spending his winters in Tromso, Norway. He was
unapologetic about his conviction, taking the view that
“boys will be boys”. He is survived by his adopted
children.
— End of article from The Guardian
— Mary W Maxwell is the author of Consider the Lilies: A
Review of 18 Cures for Cancer and Their Legal Status, a
free download
https://gumshoenews.com/2018/08/13/kuru-diseasepng-and-a-pedophile-connection/ concerning researchers
who cannot dispassionately view problems from their
own personal afflictions, and to which I responded thus:
Fredrick Toben August 13, 2018 at 2:41 pm : What a
delight it was, Mary, to have read your courageous
expose of a touchy topic, and to that you dare question
the whole Pasteur ideology. When in 1994 I publicly
began to question the homicidal gassing allegations – and

demanded to see the murder weapon, I alluded to
Pasteur’s works and viruses, as that was raised during
the 1980s and 1990s HIV-AIDS controversy [which
subsided when in an Adelaide court case legal constraints
sided with the existence of the HIV virus and Dr. Eleni
Papadopulos Eleapolous’ witness did not survive the
challenge from the guru of the HIV-AIDS hypothesis,
Robert
Gallo.
See
for
brief
overview:
http://virusmyth.com/aids/hiv/cjinterviewep.htm
and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGpRIEHDKQA.%5
D
I was quickly advised to let the Pasteur matter rest
because it would distract from the homicidal gassing
fraud. But I saw a close resemblance to how those
protecting the homicidal gassing myth were modeling
their method of attack used on Holocaust questioners.
AIDS dissenters were “ritually defamed” in their
workplace, within their community, and then nationallyglobally. This was then capped off by introducing special
legal constraints to protect the lie at any costs and
exemplary court cases were held that fixed the dogma
into legal concrete. The witch-trial mentality had reemerged – just like the International Military Tribunals’
Nuremberg war crimes trials, which solidified its
“findings” by repeating its monstrosity in the Frankfurt
Auschwitz trials, from 20 December 1963 to 19 August
1965.
The fact is that at this very moment Germany is
prosecuting individuals who dare question the homicidal
gassing claims – age does not matter! Ursula Haverbeck
is just on 90, and others are not so young either: Monika
and Alfred Schaefer, Gerhard Ittner, Wolfgang Froehlich,
Horst Mahler, Sylvia Stolz, and just the other day in
Austria, Dr Hans Berger, on remand for 18 months, died
in prison! Why are these individuals not mentioned in
global media releases that specialize in human rights
abuse cases?
*https://gumshoenews.com/2018/08/13/kuru-diseasepng-andapedophileconnection/#comment-45339

_______________________________________________

News
The fall of a family man
As governments crack down on the sexual tourism of paedophiles, a Nobel prize-winning scientist who
"adopted" boys from Pacific islands is to stand trial on charges of sexual abuse. But is he the victim of a
witchhunt?
Monday 5 August 1996 00:02, The Independent Online
Daniel Carleton Gajdusek is one of the great scientific
guilty in October, he will have been largely damned by
minds of the 20th century, the man who made possible
his own pen.
giant leaps in the understanding of illnesses such as Aids
It was the contents of Gajdusek's journals that prompted
and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), the so-called
a tip-off to a Senate investigator and led to an inquiry by
human form of mad cow disease. He was hailed as a
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), resulting in his
philanthropist of boundless generosity who "adopted"
arrest in April and imprisonment in Frederick County Jail
more than 50 children, mainly boys, from impoverished
in Maryland. His scientific and anthropological records of
Pacific islands, caring for them in his own homes in the
more than 30 years took on a more sinister appearance
United States and paying for their education.
after the FBI traced - the young man did not come
Now the illustrious career of Dr Gajdusek, 72, a Nobel
forward of his own accord - one of Gajdusek's adoptees,
Laureate, is in tatters, forever tarnished by allegations of
who alleged that he had been sexually abused during the
child abuse and perverted sexual practice. And if found
four years he was a member of the old man's "family".
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To the State Attorney, Scott Rolle, the detailed entries
were nothing but the voyeuristic musings of a potential
paedophile. "It was something that he was obviously
flirting with," Mr Rolle said last week.
The story of Daniel Gajdusek, the brilliant son of poor
East European immigrants to the United States who was
awarded the 1976 Nobel Prize for Medicine and
Physiology, is more than the rags-to-riches rise and fall
from grace of an eminence grise. His supporters - and
there are many, including leading scientists and the
children he brought up as his own, some of whom hold
high-ranking government and diplomatic positions in
their own countries - say he is the victim of the
preoccupation with child abuse that has led to notorious
scandals and miscarriages of justice such as Cleveland
and the Orkney Isles cases here and Wenatchee in the
US.
Others say Gajdusek is nothing more than a sex tourist
who used his status as world-renowned scientist as a
cover for his visits to exotic locations to procure children
for his own pleasure. Then there are those of a more
liberal persuasion who believe that our own hang-ups
about sex should not be allowed to distort the very
different cultural attitudes to sex displayed in other
countries.
While they would not condone the forced sexual
exploitation of young children common in Thailand and
the Philippines that draws paedophiles worldwide - and is
now the target of a crackdown by the British government
- they would argue for greater understanding of races for
whom sex is a casual, joyous, playful expression of
feeling between adults and children as observed by
Gajdusek. For example, on 10 September 1961, while on
Koror Island in the Pacific Ocean, he wrote: "I would, at
this moment, have every youth sleep with his sister, get
seduced by his older brother and male teacher, practise
with his male and female cousins, aunts, uncles and
teacher and maid - anything! - only to know sex as fun
and frivolity, as rhythm and passionate play - from an
early age - from the very onset of puberty."
There will be some who cannot read those words without
anger and revulsion, seeing it as an admission of
Gajdusek's paedophilia. But what Gajdusek observed
among some tribes on islands in the West Pacific and in
remote villages of New Guinea has not been disputed by
other authorities, nor by the children who once lived in
the communities but who were handed their own slice of
the American dream by Gajdusek and, with the consent
of their parents, were transported thousands of miles to
swap their ragged clothes and garlands for blue jeans
and baseball caps. Should Gajdusek be condemned,
then, for his obvious enjoyment and pleasure in this
lifestyle which was so far removed from the society in
which he grew up?
Through his lawyer, Mark Hulkower in Washington DC,
Gajdusek vehemently denies the allegations, and
dismisses the concern over his journals, published in
accordance with his position as head of the Laboratory of
Central Nervous System Studies at the National
Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. "The journals
add nothing to the case," Mr Hulkower has said. "They
are ... reports of what Dr Gajdusek observed in foreign
cultures, and contain no evidence of any inappropriate
behaviour on his part."
Certainly the journals are ambiguous; there is no
indication that Dr Gajdusek had sex with a minor,
although he is open about the fact that he slept in the
same bed as young boys, and that he was offered

children as sexual playmates, often by their parents. He
was particularly interested in the Anga tribe in New
Guinea, whose young boys achieve manhood through sex
with older village men. It is a cultural practice that has
been reported throughout the remoter areas of the
Pacific and which decrees that boys must ingest semen
to make the transition to adulthood.
It was the FBI's questioning of some of Gajdusek's
children that provided them with their case, rather than
the journals; a 23-year-old student still being sponsored
through college by Gajdusek, said that as a teenager he
had suffered sexual assaults, including oral sex, in the
years he lived in Gajdusek's house after arriving from the
Micronesian island of Pohnpei at the age of 15.
Another youth, a minor, was placed in care after he too
claimed sexual impropriety following questioning. Dr
Gajdusek was arrested and spent the night in jail before
being released on $350,000 bail. He is forbidden from
travelling outside the state and has not commented in
any detail on the allegations, other than to tell the
Washington Post that he was as much a paedophile "as
Jesus Christ and Mother Teresa, who also are unmarried
and love children".
His love of children, innocent or profane in origin, is not
in doubt. Their warm and affectionate response to him,
observed by colleagues and maintained over the years by
the majority of those he cared for, may be explained by
the fact that Gajdusek, like many brilliant men, never
quite left childhood behind himself. Sir Frank Macfarlane
Burnet, an Australian scientist and Nobel laureate whom
Gajdusek studied under in the 1940s and 1950s, has
described him thus: "My own summing up was that he
had an intelligence quotient up in the 180s and the
emotional immaturity of a 15-year-old. He is completely
self-centred, thick-skinned and inconsiderate, but equally
won't let danger, physical difficulty or other people's
feelings interfere in the least with what he wants to do.
He apparently has no interest in women but an almost
obsessional interest in children, none whatever in clothes
and cleanliness; and he can live cheerfully in a slum or a
grass hut."
Daniel Gajdusek was born in Yonkers, New York in 1923.
His interest in science and his prodigious intellectual
abilities were apparent from early childhood, and he
swept the board at high school, winning every
scholarship open to him. He completed his medical
studies at Harvard Medical School early, and specialised
in paediatrics.
But it was research on the wilder frontiers of medical
science that really attracted him, luring him to places like
New Guinea. There he learned about Kuru, a
degenerative disease of the nervous system, later
dubbed "the laughing death", which turned the brain to
sponge - uncomfortably familiar to us now but largely
unknown in humans at that time - and which had
reached epidemic proportions among people in villages
deep in the island's interior. What followed was a flurry
of activity in which Gajdusek and his fellow researchers
endured extreme conditions to complete their research,
carrying out post-mortems to remove brains in stone-age
conditions.
In 1957, the New England Journal of Medicine published
a description of this new illness by Gajdusek and his
team. A British researcher called William Hadlow read the
paper and spotted a link between this and scrapie, a
well-documented disease of sheep that also turned
brains to sponge and which scientists were convinced
was caused by a virus. Gajdusek took up the challenge,
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and by the middle of the 1960s he had shown through
animal experiments that Kuru was transmittible using
liquefied brain samples from New Guinea natives.
The natives, who had a tradition of cannibalism, were
known to remove, cook and eat the brains of their dead
relatives as a sign of respect. Gajdusek showed that
"slow virus" infections in humans were possible. These
are infections characterised by a healthy symptomatic
phase that can last for decades before the disease
manifests itself. He also discovered a new group of
"viruses" which were pieces of genetically active nucleic
acid bound to fragments of plasma membrane.
Gajdusek's Nobel citation said that his research
represented an "extraordinarily fundamental advance in
human neurology and in mammalian biology and
microbiology".
It certainly provided the launch-pad for research into this
field, now one of the most high profile areas of medical
science, with the emergence of Aids and more recently,
the bovine and human forms of "mad cow disease".
(BSE, CJD, and other spongiform diseases of the brain
are now thought to be caused not by viruses, but by
infectious agents known as prions, though this does not
detract from Gajdusek's findings.)
Following his academic success, and the international
acclaim that ensued, Dr Gajdusek continued with his
research into Kuru and his extensive travelling. At the
same time he was spending vast sums on the upkeep
and education of his growing adopted "family" back in
America, a group of boys, and latterly a few girls, from
New Guinea and Micronesia.
Reports in American newspapers say Gajdusek brought
the first child over some time in the mid-1960s, and that
their numbers grew rapidly. He did not adopt them
officially and the children entered the United States on
study visas, which require little more than a sponsor who
agrees to cover all costs.
Those of Gajdusek's family who have spoken of their life
with him to the Washington Post tell of a noisy,
boisterous, madcap household where they mixed with
the great and good of American science, including Linus
Pauling and the anthropologist Margaret Mead. They
went to school, did their homework, played, went on
dates, got into trouble, and were reprimanded by their
"father", who was described as strict but caring. He took
them to church on Sundays in deference to the wishes of
their Catholic families. When he was awarded his Nobel
Prize, several of them accompanied him on the stage to
receive it, and he listed many of them as his family by
name in his resume. The over-riding emotion towards
Daniel Gajdusek appears to be one of gratitude for
providing them with so many opportunities, and the
suggestions of sexual abuse have been rejected outright
by all those who could be traced, apart from the two
young men mentioned earlier.
But a question mark remains over Gajdusek's intentions.
He was the subject of an investigation into sexual abuse
in the mid-1980s by local police, but no charges were
ever brought. Larry Foust, of the FBI in Baltimore, said
last week that the agency first became interested in him
after an inquiry into child pornography on the Internet in
the late 1980s. In October, the Maryland Circuit Court
will decide if he is an innocent, well-meaning eccentric
whose old age and lifetime achievements have been

destroyed by witchhunting authorities, or a paedophile
masquerading as a dedicated scientist. A more pertinent
question, which the court will not address, is this: how
could the US Immigration authorities and social services
permit so many young, foreign children to enter the
country, largely unchecked, for so many years?
***
EXCERPTS FROM THE 1969 JOURNAL OF DR GAJDUSEK'S
TRIP TO NEW GUINEA, PUBLISHED IN 1971:

3 November, Wabiri Haus Kiap: "The boys are interested
in semen and on being friendly, holding hands with them
or sitting intimately beside them, they reach for one's
genitals...They are trained to masturbate and fellate the
adult males..."
5 November, Sedado Village:
"'Tidua' is the term used as the boys present the young
boys to the police, [blank] and myself as sexual partners
... they are not at all ashamed and quite openly solicit
among the boys and men. The use of the tongue
protruded from the mouth somewhat curled to indicate
fellatio is a gesture they make rather publicly, and it is
new to me."
9 November, Nomad River Patrol Post: "Whenever I
respond to the overtures of one of the young boys by
letting them cling to me, by hugging them or walking
with them hand in hand, their adult relatives, often their
fathers, knowlingly smile and without ambiguity indicate
that I should let the boys play sexually with me, and the
suggestion is made only slightly more seriously and with
but a bit more levity than would accompany a suggestion
that one accept a gift of food."
25 December: "I slept well again, like a bitch with her
half dozen pups lying and crawling over her, and I awoke
to the dramatic skies of a Papuan morning."
26 December, Be'a: Slept well with Mbira, Awomu,
Sengo, and Mbondo, and arose to a round of horseplay
with them...
Western Caroline Islands:
10 September, 1961, Koror Island: "How much there is
to gain if the fun and joy of childish play can be left
uninhibited in adult life, without semantic twists into
categories
of
bawdiness,
perversion,
lewdness,
sensuality, eroticism, unnaturalness, masochism and
sadism."
Entry in one of Gajdusek's New Guinea journals, date not
known: "Papi is the most interesting lad of the group, at
the moment. He is bright, probably about 13 or 14 years
old...There is something strangely seductive about him."
Interview Gajduek gave to Omni, an American science
magazine, in 1986: "Few normal, well-brought-up, moral
children in such Micronesian and Polynesian islands
aren't knowledgeable in massaging adults into orgasm...
A child who was unfamiliar with sexual practice by early
puberty would be antisocial. These people believe that
sex is a part of normal life at all ages. That is what made
so many sailors and beachcombers, including Herman
Melville and missionaries, stay so long on many Pacific
islands." [Gajdusek was a great admirer of Melville.]
*https://www.independent.co.uk/news/the-fall-of-afamily-man-1308277.html
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Prague, Czech Republic
July 11, 2018/10 Comments/in Featured Articles /by Adam Komiaga
I’ve got a set of golden scales in my head, and I load
them up with weights, weights that I pick up all along
the main road leading down into Prague’s Old Town
Square as I take in the sights, smells and feels. And I let
the scale dance back and forth, “East or West” about any
city I visit now.
Up ahead, the pavement becomes cobblestone and the
road shrinks. It is so clogged that you can’t march at
your own pace anymore. All of a sudden, you putter to a
stop and now you’re waiting to squeeze past fat British
tourists and gaggles of Indians in saris buying traditional
bread chimneys from the vendors dotting the medieval
road.
Both groups glare at you as you shoulder past.
The atmosphere seems hostile, and you’re not sure why.
Stopping to take a leak at an idyllic café tucked into a
medieval courtyard, you look up into the mirror as you’re
Sunrise at Prague Old Town Square, Czech Republic
washing your hands and realize the problem.
It’s a party city—or so I’ve heard. And it’s part of the
You’ve got this Eastern European scowl deeply imprinted
Visegrad group. I’ve been checking these special
on your face that you’ve forgotten to take off.
countries all off my list one by one, and Prague puts me
A few splashes of water on your cheeks and then you
at three out of four. It wasn’t even a deliberate decision
begin to massage it away. It’s hard at first. You’ve got
on my part, I just got tired of the West, in all its shapes
this gaunt look to you and it takes some effort to make
and forms.
any progress at all. First you try curling your lips at the
The Czechs seem to be in a nice spot though. They got
edges so that it looks like you’re smirking. It feels like
some prime real estate right smack in the sunny center
something’s cracking in your face, like the spring ice
of Europe. The grim dark grey gloom of Poland and
beginning to thaw. You keep massaging your cheeks as
Russia give way to blue skies and scattered groups of
you let the smile spread wider and you flash your teeth
drunk Millennials sprawled out on green lawns by the
at the mirror.
historic landmarks during all hours of the day.
Better, but still not quite there.
And, it doesn’t have a massive Roma problem like
Your eyes are staring too much, they look too intense,
Budapest. You pick up on that very quickly.
and there’s too much white showing between your skin
Other than that, I’ve heard something about the city
and the blue iris. Worse, the skin around your eyeballs is
being famous for alchemy, its beautiful castle and while
too smooth and as a result, it doesn’t match the smile
no one else seems to know it, I happen to have read that
you’ve just managed to cobble together either. So you
the first sighting of the Golem was here as well. “Nuhtry squinting to break the stare, and get some loveable
uh,” they say, but a quick google search on my phone
wrinkles going while pulling down on your forehead with
confirms the Golem story, and I show a picture to the
the palms of your hands.
two American girls. They say, “oh wow,” and nervously
Only then does it start to come together.
titter.
“Smile with your teeth and relax your eyelids. Let them
I’m kicking myself inside just as I finish forcing out a
droop a bit so that you look sleepy and harmless.”
laugh as well.
The old routine comes back.
I thought it would be funny and conversation-worthy, but
And then after a few beers, and rearranging the weights
I get the sense it creeped them out. We’re wandering in
on the scales in your mind a bit, you’re ready to go.
the historic Jewish Quarter, by the cemetery when I
After a couple of days in Prague, just like anywhere in
bring up the Golem. The sun is already setting.
Europe, everything begins to fall into place. You’ve got
All in all, a bad idea. And I’ve long ago noticed that
the measure of the city. As usual, you’ve got the tourist
normal people have this sort of voodoo-like approach
center in the prettiest, most historic part. The best and
towards Jewish history. Throwing a never-ending pity
most expensive places are there, which, naturally, means
party makes people involuntarily shy away and
you won’t find a single local except maybe on a weekday,
reflexively shudder at stories about the Jews, regardless
or working as a waiter, but that’s about it.
of context. See, these girls are as anti-anti-Semitic as
And at night the drug dealers and pimps come out. All
they come, but that doesn’t mean they don’t think of
African…which is strange, you must admit. You can
black and white pajama-clad skeletons and twisted
forgive the masses of brown tourists clogging up the
bearded men shuffling around in strange robes when
streets—they’re just visiting, after all. But are the
they think about the Jewish people. That’s just a vibe
Africans selling drugs to save up for their ticket back
killer, plain and simple.
home to Africa…or Berlin? At night, you could be forgiven
I should have known that. I should have kept it light and
for forgetting that you’re in one of the vaunted Visegrad
funny. Irreverent and pointless. American-style.
countries.
Speaking of the West, at this point, I prefer to stick to
They are scattered all over the squares of Old Town.
the East because the commie blocks and terrible weather
They mill around in the dark, clad in bright leather
depress me far less than black faces.
jackets and shining white shoes, wearing wool hats even
East is good. West is bad. That’s the shorthand I’ve got
though the weather is absolutely perfect.
in my head. But I still haven’t made up my mind about
“My fren, my fren. Discount, discount now. You give this
Prague.
and you get drink. Inside I show you. Cohm dis wae.
Best girls.”
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They try to wrap these paper and plastic wristbands
around your arm as you try to wave them away. Or they
just follow you around, heckling you till you start tensing
up, and your disarming smile becomes more like a fear
grimace or a baring of fangs. You stop at the cross light.
The headlights of the cop car temporarily bleach your
teeth and make the Africans’ yellow eyes sparkle.
They cops don’t seem to notice anything out of the
ordinary about dozens of Blacks selling hard drugs as
they roll past. So you take their example, and you start
moving along as well.
A glance over your shoulder from time to time just to be
sure. You accidentally make eye-contact and—damn it—
they take it as encouragement to keep up the chase. Like
stray dogs with their tongues hanging out, they pant out
promises of cocaine and hookers until they’re padding
alongside you.
“My fren, you come this way!”
But past the cobblestone, the packs of Blacks clear up.
And it’s a straight shot back to the loft I’m staying at in
District 2, right on the outskirts of the downtown.
I get in late and realize the problem as I hit the
bathroom for a shower.
I’ve forgotten to put my scowl back on.
The Eastern European scowl that keeps the packs at bay.
See, it turns out that Eastern Slavs have developed a
reputation in Europe for being hard. They baffle the
Blacks because they’re the only Whites who never smile.
They call them all “Russians” and they keep their
distance.
And naturally, the Western Whites keep their distance as
well.
That goofy, weak look smeared over your face like
peanut butter is a necessary facet of life in the West. I
know it well, and don’t begrudge the Westerners their
traditions and coping mechanism.
But the next night, I’m out with my American friends and
they’re already attracting attention.
At this point, it would be a bit too late in the story to
introduce any new characters, but Bruce merits an
exception, because I’ve been looking forward to partying
with this guy for months now. See, Bruce’s whole life has
been one big rave, listening to his stories that is. And
believe me when I tell you that he revels in that image.
Looking at him, you think one thing: party boy.
Hanging out with Bruce and the two American girls he’s
brought along means having a good time. Partying is
serious business, and Bruce gives it the respect that it’s
due. I think it’s the only thing in life he takes seriously,
other than his workout routine—which is absolutely holy.
It makes sense that he has this attitude. Bruce was born
into wealth, but then he and his family experienced a fall
from grace. From what he tells me, cocaine and an easy
lifestyle almost destroyed the second generation of
scions from his family. He is now the third generation.
It’s almost as if he’s experienced the peak and nosedive
himself and now he’s done. Lived and felt it all. He
possesses almost Zen-like blasé disregard towards
money and status.
And the Africans can tell what a party boy looks like as
well. I catch up to Bruce, and his wrist already has that
gaudy pink plastic band wrapped around it. He’s already
being led by the African to the side.
The two Blacks reach for another band.
“Very good, my fren. Very good, huh?”
Bruce grins back at them. He hates them just as much as
I do.

They keep their distance from me though. No one
reaches for my arm. See, Bruce is bigger and buffer, but
he’s smiling and worse, the American girls have actually
started talking with them.
This floors me.
I mean, these Americans are from Baltimore. How do
they not know the score by now?
But then I remember how good Americans are at
“preventative politeness.” The women especially think
that by being excessively nice, they can talk their way
out of any situation. This strategy only works with other
Western Whites though—they start picking up on the
excessive politeness and get…shamed? Or possibly
reminded that there are social conventions at work here.
Social faux pas that they might be committing. It’s like a
subtle reminder that Western White use on each other.
“Don’t get too familiar with me, there are rules here.”—
that’s what politeness administered in high dosages gets
across.
It’s almost as if the excessive politeness of the defensive
person reminds the more direct party of the existence of
haut manners, and they perform a mental check on their
own behavior and decided to “polite-n” it up to match the
other party. At which point, the original polite party can
use that politeness to excuse themselves from the
situation, or guide the conversation into safer waters.
But it never works on Blacks.
They don’t pick up on that subtle stuff. They just take
politeness as an invitation to keep on pushing. The fabled
Black directness is at play tonight as well.
Three pink bands already on three white wrists. I snap
out of my thoughts because one of the girls looks up at
me, puzzled, unsure if something is wrong.
I guess, I’m not picking up my politeness levels. They’re
already on a far higher frequency, and I’m not meeting
them there. Their brains are no doubt confused and
telling them that I’m in fact being rude to them. It
probably doesn’t seem possible to them that a White guy
could openly show disdain for Black behavior, in the
street, right then and there in front of them. I’m being
rude, even though they’re the ones about to con us.
I must have been glaring again, with my lips curled
downwards and my jaw tensed so that the bones on the
end of my jaw line showed.
The token Arab is already muttering something under his
breath and there’s four of them now.
“Let’s just check it out,” the girl says. I give a little, force
out a grin, and I take the proffered band myself.
At the very least, I’m not letting the African put any
friendship bracelet around my wrist, that’s for damn
sure.
They escort us to the entrance. It’s not far. It looks glitzy
and sleazy, just as I expected. Inside, the place is
packed with British tourists and older Boomer types from
all over the world. There are also some Arabs that have
rented out a room, the entrance is covered by hanging
beads, but you can make out naked women’s bodies
moving around inside. Some Africans with thick gold
watches and chains around their necks have rented out
the room next to that. Strangely enough, they’ve chosen
a Black girl for the night.
To be fair, there’s some decent-looking women twirling
around the poles in the soft pink and purple light in this
place. And it definitely seems to be a place that Western
tourists are visiting in droves.
Prague is a party city after all—which basically translates
to a stripper/prostitute city. White people and their
euphemisms and all that.
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But the free drink they promised? Turns out it’s actually
just a ten percent discount, “fren” and there’s a steep
cover charge at the door.
Nothing that surprising about all of this. It was obviously
a lie. The “cool place” promised was obviously a strip
club or a brothel. Yes, it was obvious, but then, it would
be harder to turn down those nice Africans in the street
than to realize that before coming here.
This is the Western mentality, no other way to describe
it.
We stand around for a bit before Bruce finally says what
we’re all thinking: “we should probably go.”
I shrug and play it cool, “yeah sure, I don’t mind heading
out in a bit” and I studiously stare at the hot pink bra of
the stripper passing by to make my point.
As we’re leaving, I start telling Bruce about the whole
attitude difference between East and West. But he
doesn’t want to hear it.
“You’re looking for something out there,” he says. “But
I’m not going anywhere. You’re talking about running
away.”
I start to object, but he continues.
“I hate Blacks as much as you do, but you don’t need to
show it.”
I shrug and demur, but I notice that this time Bruce is
more firm with the Africans at the door. They’re unhappy
that we’re leaving. They see their kickback leaving
without emptying his wallet.
“No, thank you.” He says and there’s an edge in his
voice.
I begin to hear the echoes of the Kipling poem in my
mind about “long arrears to make good”—whatever that
means, but also about how, “There was neither sign nor
show” although I can definitely see that Bruce feels like
he’s been taken for a ride and he’s starting to get testy.
I find myself wondering what it will take to see the Saxon
begin to hate.
We shake off the last persistent African offering us drugs
near the famous astronomical clock tower in the old town
and we’re in the homestretch.
At this point, it’s so late that if we stay up a bit longer,
it’ll just get light again. The girls have lagged behind,
tired from all the bar-hopping and it’s just us. The
tension has died down and we’re sobering up.
“I feel like you’ve got a lot of potential,” I tell Bruce.
The confident swagger in his voice is gone and he feels
genuine all of a sudden, neither party boy, nor
excessively polite. “I know, I’m just not…yeah, I know.”
I usually never talk directly to Americans like this. I’m a
bit drunk and tired, I guess.
“You could do great things, you know.”
He doesn’t object or rib me for being too serious.
“Yeah, I think…yeah.” He says.
“Partying gets a bit old,” I say. “Sometimes you start
thinking about something more.”
“Yeah,” he agrees again.
I know I’ll kick myself when I sober up again. This isn’t
American-style. This isn’t light and fun.
But he seems into it.
“And you?” He asks. I shrug, but the scales in my mind
have already finished dancing and have settled firmly,
one arm of the scale deep in the dirt and the other
pointed sky high. The verdict seems clear to me—Prague
will be the furthest West I’ll ever go ever again if I can
help it.
“Maybe I’ll visit soon,” I say.
He likes that.

Bruce is a good man all in all. Loyal to something that he
can’t quite express. But it’s there, lurking underneath the
party boy exterior. All the more remarkable is how rare it
is to find that kind of quality in people of his caste. He’s a
cosmopolitan, but he’s not rootless. In fact, he feels a
profound attachment to his home, and he wants to do
something to save it, even though he doesn’t know how.
I used to think it was just fear of the new and the
unknown, or just laziness in people like him…but now, I
realize that we can’t all go East.
“Maybe you’ll visit me instead?” I counter-offer.
“I don’t know, maybe.” He deflects.
Truth be told, this is probably about as East as Bruce is
willing to go.
And so it had to be here then. Perhaps Berlin would have
been more symbolic, but Prague seems to be the new
line. I’ve heard that they’ve got a fence along the border,
but it seems that it’s a bit patchy in places if the
downtown is anything to go by. It’s a shame that the
Soviets never left them a proper wall. That would have
kept things on ice for a couple of decades more. But as
things stand now, I wonder if this place can really put up
a proper stand. I would write some more about it, but
really, it seems like just more of the same.
The sun is already peaking out as Bruce shakes my hand,
we yawn and then say goodbye. I ask him what he
thinks. He just shrugs and says, “hey, it’s better than
Baltimore.”
Michael S Goodman says:
July 11, 2018 at 6:31 am
It had a reputation as a “party city”, even under
Communism.
Charles Frey says:
July 11, 2018 at 8:09 pm
Undoubtedly, since Bill Clinton visited friends at Party
Headquarters there, after one of his sojourns in Moscow;
having borrowed the train fare from two coeds at Patrice
Lumumba University.
RoyAlbrecht says:
July 11, 2018 at 11:21 am
I find myself chuckling at this rant.
TOO has of late given way to writers who seem to muse
a lot, so I am taking the liberty to join them…, if I may.
At the same age, about thirty years ago, just before and
during the time of Peristroika, I was in the same part of
the world and doing a little of what the writer above was
doing, except that I was on the mission of a lifetime.
It was just after the World Gymnastics Championships in
Stuttgart, West Germany where, as a National Level
Coach in Training I was;
1) working for the WGC Organizational Committee before
and during the competiton,
2) while not setting up, adjusting and tearing down
apparatus for the various olympic level athletes in
attendence,- doing photo-journalism work during the
actual competition for the Canadian National Gymnastics
Magazine and,
3) being blessed with the opportunity of being a kind of
consierge to the Mens National Coach of Canada,
Hartmut Fink,- who also happened to be Head of the
Federation International de Gymnastique Technical
Comittee, the highest ranking official for the FIG in the
Americas at the time;- during intermissions and other
official, after-hours gatherings, I was liaising with various
national coaches in attendence, while setting up an East
Block and East Asia tour of National Gymnastics Training
Facilities.
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My objective was to train with, live amongst and study
the various training techniques of those nations’ athletes
while taking note of the design features of their custom
built training apparatus.
In exchange for food, logings and a small stipend, I
would teach their athletes English as a Second language
(ESL).
Moreover, having just returned from an undercover
photo-journalism assignment to infiltrate and investigate
all the High Performance Training Facilities in the now
Ex-German Democratic Republic…, the report, film and
all, was by then complete and was handed over to the
National Coach of Canada at the competitiion.
This upcoming tour was also in part being facilitated by
the National Coach of Canada.
By then, having toured almost all of Latin America on a
bicycle for over a year and a half and grasped a
rudimentary knowledge of French and Spanish, I was
already a seasoned traveller and had discovered that
traveling as a minimalist, one could reduce costs, extend
range, increase adaptability while maintaining fitness by
doing so on a professional, loaded-touring bicycle.
Many Advanced Scouts in Aeroborn Paratrooper Divisions
used the same modality of transport at the time to
increase range and load capacity on the same caloric
intake as a foot soldiers while maintaining a stealth
profile.
So while not evading communist gang-stalkers or
undertaking high-risk black market money making
schemes…, or other self-styled Bond-like antics…,
by virtue of a rather advanced, aerospace-tubing framed
bike, I too was able to…, shall we call it…, “…schmooze…”
with the masses.
But unlike the writer above, who seems to have
undertaken a pub crawl from one European Capital to the
next in order to assess the debased state of the (once?)
White World, I was busy connecting the dots of the
Jewish World Order of Opperational Control…, one of my
many…, may I call them…, “hobbies”, at the time…
Since drinking, smoking, drugs & alcohol, loose women,
incorrect diet, and other…, “non-Olympian” behaviour
were
strictly
SELBST-VERBOTEN
at
the
time,
I had to find other ways to amuse myself.
To this end, a voice inside and a power above was telling
me that my hobbies…;- Physiognomony, World Religions,
History
&
Languages,
Asceticism,
Tri-athletics,
Architecture (both marine and terrestrial), Vedanta Yoga,
Poli-Sci, Kommando Tourism, Homeopathic (Folk-)
Pharmacology & Medicine, and Economics were things I
must do…, for my future was somehow intertwined with
these tasks.
Many years earlier, due to the inumerable saboteurs I
had
already
encountered
that
were
“…littered
throughout…”
the
(((Western)))
Establishment,
although
unwilling
to
admit
it
to
myself,
I already then had a looming feeling that achieving
‘…success…’ within the system would never occur for me.
So over time I adopted a ‘take no prisoners’ approach to
life.
My motto became;“Live life as if tomorrow would never come. Take not
even a single photograph. Instead, sear the memory of
the moment so deeply into my mind, that when the day
came and I could do nothing else, only the most
memorable events, like cream floating to the surface,
would be recalled and written down for posterity.”
So now, refugeed in Iceland and entering the dawn of my
life,

I have nothing left to do and nowhere left to go but to
write and prepare to die.
Charles Frey says:
July 11, 2018 at 9:26 pm
Roy, what the hell is all this talk about nowhere left to go
and preparing to die ? You did not mention having
travelled the entirety of the Trans Siberian Express. I am
79 and a few weeks, and that is exactly what I shall do
next spring after two weeks with friends in Moscow. And
certainly with merely second class train travel, so as to
get the real feel for the culture and its wonderful people.
Whoever knew the Armenians had a subway system in
their capital Erevan ? [ And superb women ].
You mentioned physiognomy as one of your hobbies.
Have a look at those wonderful specimens along the
route, as observable on a multitude of you tube
travelogues.
Unlike you, I never got further south than San Jose in
Guatemala, and not on a bike, but in a 68 Volvo with a
pistol under the seat, and in a convoy of four. But I got
handsomely paid as a tour conductor taking thousands of
members of the NRTA/AARP around the world to more
than eighty countries; repeatedly. German is my native
language; Russian was a minor in university; enough
French came through wonderfully unforgettable problems
with beautiful Quebec girls, and I speak some English,
even if at times it is discernable as coming from
translation.
I’ll be damned if I ever feel resigned to die on my couch.
Kopf hoch Junge ! at least you escaped Hamilton,
Ontario: which, on second thought, ain’t the worst place
in the world either, along the lake.
Fredrick Toben says:
July 11, 2018 at 9:32 pm
Excellently written, Mr Albrecht – I can relate to your
personal moral and intellectual self-imposed discipline
because all you did was listen to your DNA memory and
follow that impulse through your peregrinations. Now, if
not already, immerse yourself with Wagnerian impulses
because through his operatic works, Richard Wagner also
teaches us how to die! And don’t forget, if not done
already, elaborate on your personal experiences by
writing that book!
Barkingmad says:
July 12, 2018 at 11:00 am
You are in Iceland? Are you anywhere near Bobby
Fischer’s final resting place?
*http://www.traveltorgeir.com/2016/09/05/bobbyfischers-grave/
*https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/features/3635401/B
obby-Fischers-final-bizarre-act.html
Bet you could write a book about your life, ideas and
travels and make it interesting.
Most white people don’t want to talk about death. I’m not
ancient yet, but am having an increasingly difficult time
with, you know, the situation.
Ole C G Olesen says:
July 12, 2018 at 3:08 am
I have been in Prague during Novotny .. and I have been
in Prague during Dubcek …and I had 10 hours to kill ,,
passing
through
Prague..
some
Years
ago
I did NOT like what I saw ! From being a jewel of genuine
medieval Architecture with a magical feel, because there
was no Capital available to destroy ancient beauty ..like
in the West it had transformed into a MacDonald, Coca
Cola Souvernier Boutique with uggly” moderne ” concrete
architecture immersed between ancient beautifull brick
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buildings I did not see the Sex and Drug Scene , as
described , but I remember dimligheted clubs with dark
red velvet chaiselongues , solid tuxedo clad Consierges
whom nobody messed with , live high quality Jazz and
Dancing music and beautifull available women , a sceene
right out of Cassablanca. Not that one needed to go
there as 1000 of beautiful ordinary girls were hoping to
make Your aquaintance, You … from the magical rich
west were “Freedom” and “Affluence” could be picked up
effortless… so were the fantasies I remembered Youth ,
inspired by dreams of ” Freedom & Democracy “working
underground against the ” System ” so oppressive … they
had ideals and something to fight for … Vaclav Havel
types with whom it felt good to discuss and have a
Dvanastku. It was beautifull , un molested by modern
consumer culture ….. there was a feeling of solidarity
among common people … against an oppressive ”
System ”. In reality people there enjoyed all that which
makes Life worth living ,
Last time I saw it .. all that was gone ….gone …due to
broken ideals which had been nothing but Illusions ….
destroyed by the profit hungry corporations from
Globalistan and their Henchmen in Politics and Media and
because material consumption carries You only so far
and no further, and in the end is rather empty ..
It was a sad realisation for someone like me who has
been anti-Marxist, anti.Bolshevik , anti Sovjet all his life
.. and still is .. � ..
On the positive side is that I today KNOW that the whole
thing was a Conspiracy .. from the very beginning .. and
still is .. and I think I know the perpetraders .. and can
proove it .
bruno says:
July 12, 2018 at 5:06 am
I found this piece to be very unusual for TOO (which is
an excellent source of communiqué). I would like to give
a different perspective. It’s difficult for me to comment at
this time because I contacted Gillaim-Barre syndrome.
It’s difficult to type and of course using dictation results
in numerous mistakes.
Nevertheless, I will make a brief effort to type a few
words. I know what I’m talking about as I’ve resided in
Eastern Europe for several years. I was never in any
environment similar to the author of this piece.
Essentially both my working and private life consisted of
journalists, scholars, authors, politicians, employees
within the so-called Academic world, editors and a few
movie directors. Amongst my best friends were a director
of a think tank, parliamentarians, a German general of
Eurocide II and a Rep of the Russian Senate. My labour
and enjoyment consisted of extensive travel within all
the states of the “Workers’ Paradise.”
I have ventured into perhaps more European museums
and libraries than can be imagined. I have intermingled
with the peasants, slept in the finest hotels and also in
Barns. I was able to function in major Slavic languages
but also mingled with students from around the world.
Consequently, it is more than probable, that I forgot
more about the area under discussion then the author
could ever imagine. Of course, I never rubbed shoulders
or was in the a vicinity such as the author (with drug
dealers or bar hoppers).
During the several years of residing in political states
from East Germany to Russia it was easy to envision
what the author refers to. Buildings were constructed in
a Stalinist mentality -think of Kiev or Warsaw’s palaces of
Kultura- and also the paint had much to be desired.
However, there is another very important variable. You

see, one could ambulate for days, weeks and months
without ever seeing what some refer to is diversityites.
If it had not been for the revolution I would have stayed
in Eastern Europe and resided in Warsaw. If not in that
city my home would have been in either the Baltic states
or Byelorussia. During that era very few trips were made
to London. This was because of London’s changing
unpleasant demographic evolution. It had nothing to do
with any hates, it was just that one felt more comfortable
in East Germany, the Baltic states or among Slavs.
When returning to America approximately one year was
spent going coast to coast searching for adequate
employment. A few universities and several small
colleges insinuated that I was overqualified for the
position that they had advertised. Before settling down I
had visited old haunts such as Detroit, Chicago, Philly
and other areas. I was shocked at the deterioration and
the reduction in what was once civilized kultura. I did see
that entire areas had darkened in Amdom’s unofficial
official City States. Eventually I resided in a Lily white
atmosphere.
Since the time referred much in the West has changed. I
retired about 25 years ago and have moved to a warm
climate. The dream was to return to Warsaw. To facilitate
the noted goal a retirement home was purchased. I
would be a Snow Bird (reside in either Europe of Mid
West US and spend winters in the SunShine State). Like
countless others I ventured back to Mother Europe.
Today there are numerous colonies of English, German
and other non-Slavic people. Those that I conversed with
indicated that they sought to be in an environment with
people similar to themselves. This did not mean they
held animosity or hates towards others. Your see, despite
media propaganda most folks desire to be with those
similar to themselves. As for multicultural enrichment
very few Europeans bought into that propaganda ploy.
This then, is the other side of this article’s coin.
George Romanian says:
July 12, 2018 at 5:18 am
It saddens me to see that even race-conscious people
are using “Roma” when talking about Gypsies. I am
Romanian, and I was a teenager when this preposterous,
confusion inducing denomination was imposed by the
usual suspects and their shabbes-goyim. I was furious
then and couldn’t understand the lack of reaction from
our government. Until the 90’s, nobody heard about
Roma people, even Tsiganis were surprised at that time.
Gnome Chompsky says:
July 12, 2018 at 8:30 am
I enjoyed the article, also (in particular) the comments
from Geo. Romanian, bruno, and Ole C G Olesen.
Among Milan Kundera’s many great novels (alright, a
little sleazy at times, as was Czech cinema under the CP,
the differences in Warsaw Pact countries and Yugoslavia
and Albania, of course were much greater than the
image now but Kundera is certainly one of the greatest
writers from Eastern Europe in and after that time) .
I still have several of his books. In Nostalgia, he
describes a Czech emigre returning from Paris and being
shocked to see, for, example, a circle of linked hands, on
a big sign, wonders why a black, white, and I forget the
other colour hand are linked in a triangle, when almost
everybody in the then Czechoslovakia was white.
Kundera’s post-leaving Chechaslovakia writings also have
similarly pithy observations on France, the place of his
refuge in the first place.
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Much more, like a German guy taking much pride in
wearing a loud and stupid T-shirt proclaiming ‘Kafka was
Born in Prague’.
Having read Adam Komiaga’s article, the early
descriptions seem real, but then becomes more like a
metaphor, and not a good one at the end. So, the girls

were simply ditched to have the subtly male-bonding
climax?
I do not believe that the part after the stupid nightclub
could be real, and, if it is, it was very bad behaviour.
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/07/11/p
rague-czech-republic/

_______________________________________
How social media users in Kyrgyzstan are turned into “extremists”
Elnura Alkanova 12 July 2018

In Kyrgyzstan, social media users are persecuted for sharing their opinions online. It’s easy to find
“incitement to hatred” where there is none. RU
his words were rather unethical: “My comments were
emotional. As a lecturer, I should have known better.
However, I did not violate any laws, I merely expressed
my opinion on Soviet architecture as someone who
knows the subject well.”

Since the 2000s, social networks have been widely used
both as platform for like-minded users and an instrument
for spreading information and ideas. But the rapid
dissemination of facts and opinions also results in an
uncontrollable stream of information. As a result, we are
witnessing an increasing number of posts with negative
content – from hate speech to open fomentation of
online conflicts on ethnic grounds. And today, when
expression online is under the control of law enforcement
agencies, you have to take responsibility for your
opinions not only according your society’s code of ethics,
but also its laws. In Kyrgyzstan, those responsible for
monitoring expression online can now charge someone
with extremism without even conducting a forensic
analysis of the offending statement.
“You call these stinky, boring and backwards Soviet
buildings ‘architecture’? Those who regard those typical
housing blocks as ‘architecture’ have no idea what
architecture is. All you lovers of Soviet relics, why don’t
you go to Russia, to somewhere in Siberia – where
there’s plenty of this boring, poor and slave-like shit!”
This is a Facebook comment by Temirbek Bolotbek, a
Bishkek university lecturer, who is now facing up to
seven years in prison. The comments were posted in
January 2018, under a post by Dina Maslova, chief editor
of the media platform Kaktus.media. In her post,
Maslova published an old photo of Soviet Bishkek, then
Frunze, as she recalled how cozy she found the city as a
child in Soviet times.
The publication sparked controversial reactions online:
some focused on the differences between Soviet times
and today, while others debated the merits of Soviet
architecture. In late February, Kyrgyzstan’s State
National Security Committee (GKNB) pressed charges
against Bolotbek under Part 1 of Article 299 of the
Criminal Code, “Incitement to ethnic, racial, religious or
interregional hatred”. Article 299 carries a tariff of
between four and seven years in prison.
Referring to an independent examination by professional
linguists, Kyrgyz law enforcement deemed Bolotbek’s
comments extremist. The defendant’s attorney Zhygral
Babayev told me that his defendant’s words can in no
way be interpreted as hostile – the defendant did not
specify any race or nationality, nor was he addressing a
specific group of people. Bolotbek himself regrets having
started the polemic. During interview, he admitted that

Temirbek Bolotbek. Source: Facebook.
After a close reading of the comments under the original
post, one might have the impression that this was just
an ordinary argument between so-called “pro-Russian”
and “pro-Western” social media users in Kyrgyzstan.
These kind of disputes were typical among Facebook
users during the period of Kyrgyzstan’s accession to the
Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) a few years ago. But
today, more and more people in Kyrgyzstan are facing
charges under Article 299.
Arbitrary interpretation
Temir Bolotbek isn’t the only Kyrgyz citizen who is facing
prosecution for expressing his views online. In July 2017,
Bishkek’s Pervomaysk District Court examined comments
by city resident Nurbek Muktarov on Facebook – and
found them extremist. Muktarov was sentenced to four
years in a corrective labour colony under Article 299.
Given that the court proceedings were closed to the
public, Altynay Isayeva, a lawyer at the Media Policy
Institute (MPI), was only able to reveal that Muktarov
made a comment regarding the violence visited upon
minorities in southern Kyrgyzstan during the 2010
revolution.
Indeed, Kyrgyz media experts are concerned about the
absence of clear instructions that would help the
authorities to differentiate between the ordinary opinions
of frustrated users and comments of a destructive
character. If the expression “why don’t you go to Russia”
is regarded as an incitement to hatred, then Bolotbek
should be joined by hundreds of other internet users who
constantly post emotional content.
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As one of the few lawyers who make legal evaluations of
media content, Isayeva opposes detention for ambiguous
statements. She is convinced that the Kyrgyz authorities
– by trying to fight extremism through the use of
dysfunctional or even borrowed laws – risk limiting
freedom of speech guaranteed by the Constitution.
Isayeva draws attention to the absence of concrete legal
standards that would enable the authorities to distinguish
between incitement to hatred and free expression of
opinion. Likewise, she is concerned that, as things stand,
the security services can interpret the law as they deem
fit: “It is almost impossible to say clearly whether both of
these cases (Bolotbek and Muktarov) involve incitement
to ethnic conflicts.”
Begaym Usyonova, director of MPI, is also convinced that
Article 299, under which Temirbek Bolotbek is facing
prosecution, has been borrowed from the Russian
Criminal Code, but, contrary to the latter, Kyrgyzstan
omitted the penalties in the forms of fines or forced
labour, as in the original version of the Russian law.
“Drawing on the allegations of ‘social dangers posed by
public speech,’ any citizen can now be held criminally
liable for any kind of online statements,” Usyonova says.
She emphasises that, over time, despite the tariffs being
increased, Russia’s anti-extremism legislation has
established a now unchangeable principle that permits a
wide range of sanctions aside from imprisonment.

Rita Karasartova. Source: YouTube.

Rita Karasartova, director of the Institute of Public
Analysis, also believes that gaps in legislation preclude
lawful ways of tackling extremism. If the Kyrgyz
authorities continue using Article 299 to detain citizens
without submitting them to clear investigation, then
Kyrgyzstan will soon be known as “a producer of
extremists”: “All this activity has led to a point where, in
the international arena, the Kyrgyz Republic has an
image of a country where people are prepared and
trained for extremist activity. We don’t want people to
think this, it needs to stop.” Moreover, in 2016, the
Russian media network Vesti, without reporting any
factual evidence, named Kyrgyzstan a “producer” of ISIL
fighters, while Kyrgyzstan, together with many other
countries, has recognised this organisation as a terrorist
one. After a heated reaction from Kyrgyzstan, the
editorial office of Vesti changed the headline of their
news story.
Despite warnings from human rights activists about how
careless governmental services are neglecting people’s
lives,
journalist
Kayrat
Dzhaparov
justifies
the
government’s actions: “Publications on social networks
are having a significant impact, which is why any callers
for religious or national discord must be held
accountable. Commenters aren’t publishing these views
for no reason at all, but because they want to open up a
debate.”
Systemic selectivity?
It is still unclear which criteria the GKNB uses to initiate
criminal proceedings under Article 299, but you could say
that Tattygul Dootalyeva, a lecturer at Kyrgyz Medical

Academy, got lucky in January 2017. The GKNB issued a
warning after she published a Facebook post which
accumulated thousands of hostile comments. Dootalyeva
dedicated her post to the 40 people who died in the
January 2017 plane crash outside Bishkek, where she
wrote that the crash was part of a process of “natural
selection”, by which she implied that, because the plane
crashed into allegedly illegal housing built by immigrants
from southern Kyrgyzstan, their deaths were somehow
justified.
After the incident, Dootalyeva was fired from the
institute where she worked, while GKNB summoned hee
for interrogation and publicly warned her that any
repeated attempts at posting on the subject would lead
to her being prosecuted for “inciting interregional
hatred”. Just like in the previous cases, local media
experts did not find any incitement to hatred in
Dootalyeva’s post: “Her words did not involve any direct
intentions nor incitement to enmity, she was not calling
anyone to action, she was not trying to provoke anyone
on national, racial nor religious grounds; she was not
trying to humiliate the dignity of any ethnic group; nor
was she trying to demonstrate someone’s superiority or
deficiency on the grounds of religion, nationality, or
class.” They also deemed Dootalyeva’s post as unethical
and unacceptable from a moral standpoint.
In May 2018, the United Nations Human Rights
Committee recommended that the Kyrgyz government
take necessary action to combat racist media coverage
and incidents of incitement to hatred – including by
politicians and other public figures. “Certain news media
content, as well as statements made by some politicians
and public figures, are inciting enmity towards ethnic
minorities,” warned the Committee’s report. The
Committee also suggested speeding up the adoption of
anti-discrimination legislation and promote it widely
through the news media.

According to UN experts, the internet has not only
widened the possibilities of freedom of expression, it also
affected the distribution of nationalist rhetoric. However,
the experts indicated that Kyrgyz legislation is still
unable to distinguish between two types of online
content: negative and illegal. Here then, public education
plays an important role in the fight against racism, and,
according to the Committee, the Kyrgyz government is
failing at this fight, while political, social, and cultural
equalities are guaranteed to ethnic minorities by the
Constitution.
Indeed, debates on social networks can often provoke
conflict. In an interview to Kyrgyz news agency Azattyk,
journalist
Naryn
Aiyp
warned
about
increased
expressions of nationalism on Kyrgyz Facebook, yet law
enforcement pressed charges against journalist Uglubek
Babakulov for an article in which he tried to notify state
security of how one online community was actively
spreading hateful messages about relations between
Uzbek and Kyrgyz residents of the southern city of Osh,
an epicentre of the 2010 violence that followed the
revolution. But the GKNB considered that Babakulov’s
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article contained an “incitement to inter-ethnic conflict”,
and pressed charges against him. He now lives abroad.
Meanwhile, Temir Bolotbek hopes to be acquitted in court
and promises to abstain from emotional comments on
social networks. After acquiring nationwide fame for his
biting criticism, Babakulov has now disappeared from
Kyrgyz media altogether. It turns out that, despite the
fact that the freedoms of speech and expression are
guaranteed by Article 31 of the Constitution of the
Kyrgyz Republic, we can see attempts to suppress
certain elements of freedom of speech online under the
pretext of “threats to society”. Intentional or inadvertent,
these efforts by Kyrgyz security services are pushing
people to self-censorship.
All illustrations – anastasia vikulova.
*https://www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/elnuraalkanova/how-social-media-users-in-kyrgyzstan-areturned-into-extremists

FT comment:
Interesting report - but the same pattern operated
in western democracies - in Germany they

imprisoned a 90-year-old lady for two years
because she refuses to accept, without physical
proof, that six million Jews were killed in homicidal
gas chambers.
Just Google Ursula Haverbeck, Gerhard ittner,
Sylvia Stolz, Horst Mahler, Monika and Alfred
Schaefer, et al, who all refuse to accept this wartime propaganda myth.
Like the witch trials the German legal system
simply brands you as a HATER-NAZI-HOLOCAUST
DENIER-ANTISEMITE_RACIST, and such ritual
defamation does not give an accused a right of
rteply because any defence mounted disregards
truth as a defence. and in fact a vigorous defence is
deemed to be proof of the accused's "criminal
energy".
Then think of what is happening in England where
Alison Chabloz faced the court for daring to sing
about the proven Holocaust-survivor liars ... and so
it goes on in our western democracies.

__________________________________________________

Professor Roman Yushkov is the First Russian On Trial for ‘Holocaust Denial’
August 30, 2018 Kyle Hunt 9 Comments

In May 2014, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a
draconian law that makes any “denial” of the official
story of “Nazi crimes” a criminal offense. The law also
includes “wittingly spreading false information about the
activity of the USSR during the years of World War Two”
or portraying the Third Reich in a positive light.
While many people within the alternative media worship
Putin as a great White savior, some of us having been
paying close attention to many indicators that the former
Soviet Union has become increasingly repressive and
totalitarian.

Putin has an army of jewish billionaires at his side, was
voted Israel’s Man of the Year in 2015, married his
daughter off to Kirill Shamalov (a jewish tycoon, like
Jared Kushner), passed anti-gentile laws (like outlawing
‘anti-semitic’ Biblical criticism), is intimately tied to the
Chabad mafia (along with Trump), and much more. Yet
we are told by Putin apologists that these moves were
symbolic and that we should not worry since Vladimir is a
master 4D chess player and he is on our side. Some have
put forth the theory that Putin only needed laws such as
the one that forbids “Holocaust denial” in order to deal
with fake “neo-Nazis” in Russia who are being funded by
the evil Western powers.

Now Roman Yushkov, a Perm University Professor,
has been fired from his position and his social
media and videos of his presentations thrown into
Russia’s giant memory hole.
In “Trump and Corbyn And the Russian Warning Over
Syria” by Israel Shamir, the news is reported:
The first ever trial of a Holocaust Denier in Russia is
taking place now in Perm, the Doctor Zhivago city.
Roman Yushkov, a Perm University Professor, had been
sacked; his social accounts erased, his YouTube
presentations removed; there is practically no publicity at
all. He reposted an article expressing doubt of the
amount of Jewish dead, and a local resident of Habad
Chassid House reported him to authorities. There is no
law forbidding H denial in Russia, but there is a law
forbidding to cause interethnic wrangle. The verdict is
expected on September 4.
From a Russian source (translated):
Note also that there was a case commenced in August
against Perm journalist and activist Roman Yushkov
according to part 1 article 282 of Criminal Code and part
1 article 354.1 of Criminal Code. The case was
commenced for re-publication of a link to an article in
Facebook of nationalist Anton Blagin «Jews! Return the
Germans money for fraud with Holocaust six millions
jews!». This case has become the third case against
Yushkov during the year, and in October the fourth case
according to article 282 was commenced against him,
and all four cases were united into one. The reason for
commencing each of these cases was publication of
xenophobic materials, but only in the above-mentioned
case there was an anti-Semitism motive.
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We are able to hear from Professor Yushkov himself in a
translation of his blog post “What I would say to a jury in
my case, if I had not been shut up“:

To Englishmen and Americans, to be exact, influential
Jews over them, it was extremely important to shove the
basis of mythology and the Holocaust industry into the
Nuremberg verdict. That then, in subsequent decades,
deploy them on an industrial scale in the form of
payments to Israel reparations from Germany and
receive other and other financial and political benefits.
Therefore, the German officers summoned to the court
as witnesses ruthlessly tortured and broke, providing the
necessary testimony. This is convincingly shown by the
studies of many scientists, in particular, Professor Robert
Faurisson of the University of Lyons.
It is well known that they tortured the defendants Julius
Streicher and Hans Fritsche and witnesses Oswald Paul,
Franz Qirais and Joseph Kramer. And especially cruelly –
the commandant of the labor camp Auschwitz
(Auschwitz) Rudolf Höß. As a result, he confessed to
those wild phantasmagoric horror stories that the
prosecutor frightened you by reading out excerpts from
the Nuremberg verdict: gas chambers, fat burning from
dead Jews, mattresses from women’s hair … Most of this
Nuremberg mythology has been abandoned even today
by the most furious Zionist propagandists Israel. Nobody
prefers not to remember about the resulting fat and

collected by the Germans fat from the bodies piled in a
heap and set on fire (!), Because the absurdity and
technical impossibility of this is too obvious. But for the
gas chambers uncovered by scientists in Auschwitz with
gas from insects cyclone-B, the merchants from the
Holocaust are still holding on, because something quite
fantastic, the uniquely awful thing in this mythology must
certainly be.
And, of course, incredible figures … Tortured to death
and psychologically crushed RudolphHöß said to the man
who was transported with him in one car to the
Nuremberg trial Moritz von Schirmaister that “there are
methods by which any confession can be achieved” and
that he would sign any figures. But they demanded from
him 6 million, mystically significant for the Jews from
biblical times. [read the whole translation here]
The man speaks the truth, but truth is the new hate
speech. As we learned from the Zundel trials, “truth is no
defense.” This is the Orwellian world in which we live,
and yet people really seem to think the grass is greener
in Eurasia just because Oceania’s Big Brother is so
noxious.

At least here in America I cannot be sent to the gulag
just for calling the 6 million number a lie… at least not
yet.

__________________________________________________
Germany increases funding for Holocaust survivors by $88 million

Significant increase in social welfare services will apply for Jewish Holocaust survivors all around the world
JTA, Jul 10, 2018 8:32 PM
*U.S. Holocaust museum slams Israeli-Polish statement
on Poland’s role in Shoah
*Germany's spy agency admits employing Himmler’s
daughter in the 1960s
*Neither Poland nor Israel can afford their fixation with
the past
German Chancellor Angela Merkel stands with Holocaust
*https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/germany-increasessurvivor, artist Nelly Toll in Berlin, Germany, January 25,
funding-for-holocaust-survivors-by-88-million-1.6265455
2016.\ REUTERS
***
Germany has agreed to increase its funding for social welfare
'These Jews are not Jews, but devils incarnate':
Was Martin Luther anti-Semitic?
services for Holocaust survivors by $88 million, the Conference
The Associated Press, Jul 10, 2018 8:31 AM
on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany said in an
A letter written nearly 500 years ago by Martin Luther in which
announcement Tuesday, bringing the global allocations by
he refers to Jews as "devils incarnate" during a tirade against a
Germany for 2019 to $564 million.
former ally is up for auction, but Luther scholars warn that the
The Claims Conference and representatives of the German
man responsible for the Reformation should not be called antigovernment negotiated the increase in Washington, D.C. During
Semitic.
the negotiations, the German officials were taken on a tour of
The single-page letter, with writing on both sides, is expected to
sell for at least $300,000 at the auction being conducted by
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum and heard from survivors
Boston-based RR Auction that concludes Wednesday.
about their personal experiences.
"Martin Luther items don't come to auction often, and this is in
“The significant increase for social welfare services secured by
incredibly great shape for a 500-year-old letter," said Robert
our negotiating team will lead to more home care, food support,
Livingston, RR's executive vice president.
medicine and transportation services for Jewish Holocaust
The letter was written around September 1543 to a top official
survivors around the world,” said Claims Conference President
at Berlin's St. Nicholas Church in response to a letter from the
Julius Berman.
official requesting Luther's interpretation of some Biblical verses
by which former Luther friend Johann Agricola justified his
Also as a result of the negotiations, 55,000 Holocaust survivors
positive treatment of Jews in what is now Germany.
in Central and Eastern Europe will see an increase in pensions
In his reply, Luther tells Georg Buchholzer that he has done well
and more child survivors who were living in hiding or under a
to preach against the Jews and should continue to do so,
false identity will be eligible to receive payments.
ignoring Agricola, who Luther accused of being a habitual liar.
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"For these Jews are not Jews, but devils incarnate who curse our
Lord," Luther wrote, according to RR Auction's translation.
Luther, whose Ninety-Five Theses in 1517 triggered the
Protestant Reformation and seismic rift in Christianity that still
exists, sympathized with Jews early on because of the poor way
they were treated by the Catholic Church, said Eric Metaxas,
author of the 2017 book "Martin Luther."
There is no doubt that Luther had strong negative feelings about
Jews later in life when he was "cranky and sick," but Metaxas
cautioned against comparing 16th century anti-Semitism with
21st century anti-Semitism.
"We don't mean what Luther would have meant by it," he said.
Luther became frustrated that Jews would not convert to his
version of Christianity.
"Later in his life, after he had in a sense re-presented the
Christian faith the way he thought it should be presented, he
was depressed and discouraged by the fact that many Jews of
that era did not in fact accept this free gift of grace through
Jesus," Metaxas said.
Europe had a long history of mistreating Jews, said Christopher
Boyd Brown, an associate professor of church history at Boston

University.
"Luther plays a part in this grim history," Brown said via email.
"Yet as appalling as Luther's intolerance of his Jewish
contemporaries was, Luther was not an anti-Semite. His
criticism of Judaism was rooted in theological disagreement over
the reading of shared Scriptures, not in racial animus."
Luther denounced medieval Christian charges that Jews were
responsible for the death of Jesus and was a strong voice for
nonviolent religious tolerance, Brown said.
The letter, which includes a leather clamshell case, is likely to be
sold to a museum or private collector who will know how to
properly preserve it, Livingston said.
Lost to history until 1914, when it was discovered in the private
collection of a German baron, it is being sold by a German
document collector.

From: Rosemarie Rohrbach
Sent: July 8, 2018 2:14 PM
Subject: The declining Numbers ......FW: Die
abnehmenden Zahlen der angeblichen ermordeten
Juden im Lager Auschwitz.

8,000,000
Quelle: Das französische Kriegsverbrecher-Forschungsbüro, Doc.
31, 1945.
Source: The French War Crime Research Office, Doc. 31,
1945.
7,000,000
Quelle: Auch zitiert vom französischen KriegsverbrecherForschungsamt.
Source: Also cited by the French War Crime Research
Office.
6,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert in dem Buch Auschwitz Doctor von Miklos Nyiszli.
Es ist seitdem bewiesen worden, dass dieses Buch ein Betrug ist
und der "Arzt" war nie sogar in Auschwitz, obwohl das Buch oft
von Historikern zitiert wird.
Source: Quoted in the book Auschwitz Doctor by Miklos
Nyiszli. It has since been proven that this book is a scam
and the "doctor" was never even in Auschwitz, though
the book is often cited by historians.
5,000,000 bis 5,500,000
Quelle: Zitiert 1945 im Prozess gegen Auschwitz-Kommandeur
Rudolf Höß, basierend auf seinem in englischer Sprache
verfassten Geständnis, einer Sprache, die er nie gesprochen hat.
Source: Quoted 1945 in the trial of Auschwitz commander
Rudolf Höß, based on his confession written in English, a
language he has never spoken.
5,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert am 20. April 1978 von der französischen
Tageszeitung Le Monde. Auch zitiert am 23. Januar 1995 von
der deutschen Tageszeitung Die Welt. Am 1. September 1989
reduzierte Le Monde den Wert auf 1.433.000.
Source: Quoted on April 20, 1978 by the French
newspaper Le Monde. Also cited on January 23, 1995 by
the German daily newspaper Die Welt. On 1 September
1989 Le Monde reduced the value to 1,433,000.
4,500,000
Quelle: 1945 wurde diese Zahl von einem anderen Zeugen im
erwähnten Höss-Prozess zitiert.
Source: In 1945, this number was cited by another
witness in the Höss trial mentioned.
4,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert nach einem sowjetischen Dokument vom 6. Mai
1945
und
offiziell
durch
den
Nürnberger
Kriegsverbrecherprozess anerkannt. Diese Zahl wurde auch in
der New York Times am 18. April 1945 berichtet, obwohl 50
Jahre später am 26. Januar 1995 die New York Times und die
Washington Post die Zahl auf 1.500.000 reduzierten, indem sie
neue Erkenntnisse der Beamten des Auschwitz-Museums
anführten. In der Tat wurde die Zahl von 4.000.000 später von
den Beamten des Museums Auschwitz im Jahr 1990
zurückgewiesen, aber die Zahl von 1.500.000 Opfern wurde

*https://www.haaretz.com/world-news/was-martinluther-anti-semitic-letter-up-for-auction-critical-of-jews1.6263705

____________________________________________________

Dear Dieter,
Thank you and your Friend Christian for forwarding this “Political
Game of; playing with Numbers” of the NEVER ENDING
AUSCHWITZ LIE.
( I changed the . between million and thousand to , on the
figures on the headings which were provided in German)
Even though it may have gone around the internet before, in
order for our Friends that do not speak English and that may not
be aware that the 6 M LIE has been exposed, I added the
English translation in red.
Perhaps the ones that still believe in the 6 M Fairy Tale will also
have a closer look at these presented FACTS.
Unfortunately, we who know the TRUTH are in a very difficult
position because by exposing the LIES and stating the FACTS,
we are not being politically correct. Unfortunately all LIES are
protected by LAWS that are passed without our consent by our
corrupt Governments in favour of and for the protection of the
LIARS and these unjust Laws will punish any TRUTHSEEKER that
dares to challenge or questions those LAWS OR LIES.
Thinking of our dear Friends in Germany who are sitting
behind bars for speaking and defending the TRUTH. It is
infuriating that these corrupt systems controlled by “you
know who” has made us all vulnerable and powerless.
They would not have enough cells available in their Jails to
incarcerate all of us !
Thank you again, and my best wishes to you, Rosemarie

------------------------------------------------------------From: DIETER B
Sent: July 8, 2018 12:03 PM
Subject: Fwd: Die abnehmenden Zahlen der angeblichen
ermordeten Juden im Lager Auschwitz.
--------- Original Message ---------From: Christian
July 8, 2018 at 10:49 AM
Subject: Die abnehmenden Zahlen der angeblichen
ermordeten Juden im Lager Auschwitz.
********************
The declining numbers of alleged murdered Jews in the
Auschwitz camp.
9,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert von der französischen Dokumentation Night and
Fog, die Millionen von Schülern weltweit gezeigt wurde.
Source: Quoted from the French documentary Night and
Fog, which was shown to millions of students worldwide.
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vom polnischen Präsidenten Lech Walesa erst fünf Jahre
nachdem die Auschwitz-Historiker ihre Entdeckung angekündigt
hatten, nicht formell verkündet.
Source: Quoted after a Soviet document of 6 May 1945
and officially recognized by the Nuremberg War Crime
Trial. This number was also reported in the New York
Times on April 18, 1945, although fifty years later on
January 26, 1995, the New York Times and the
Washington Post reduced the number to 1,500,000 by
providing new evidence from Auschwitz - Museum
officials. In fact, the number 4,000,000 was later in 1990
rejected by the Auschwitz Museum officials, but the
number of 1,500,000 victims were only released by
Polish President Lech Walesa five years after the
Auschwitz Historians had announced their discovery,
which was not formally announced.
3,500,000
Quelle: Zitiert in der Ausgabe 1991 des Wörterbuchs der
französischen Sprache und von Claude Lanzmann 1980 in seiner
Einleitung zu Filip Mullers Buch Drei Jahre in einer AuschwitzGaskammer.
Source: Quoted in the 1991 edition of the Dictionary of
the French Language and by Claude Lanzmann in 1980 in
his introduction to Filip Muller's book Three Years in an
Auschwitz Gas Chamber.
3,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert in einem erzwungenen Geständnis von Rudolf
Höß, dem Kommandeur von Auschwitz, der sagte, dies sei die
Zahl derjenigen, die vor dem 1. Dezember 1943 in Auschwitz
gestorben waren. Später zitiert in der Ausgabe vom 7. Juni 1993
über das Erbe las die jüdische Zeitung in Kalifornien, obwohl die
Behörden im Auschwitz-Museum die Zahl vor drei Jahren auf
mindestens 1.100.000 und höchstens 1.500.000 reduziert
hatten. (siehe unten).
Source: Quoted in a forced confession by Rudolf Höß, the
commander of Auschwitz, who said that this was the
number of those who died in Auschwitz before 1 st of
December 1943. Later also quoted in the Jewish
newspaper in California in the June 7, 1993 issue of their
Heritage Issue, although the authorities at the Auschwitz
Museum reduced the figure three year ago to at least
1,100,000 and no more than 1,500,000. (see below).
2,500,000
Quelle: Zitiert von Rudolf Vrba (Autor verschiedener
betrügerischer Berichte über Ereignisse, die er in Auschwitz
erlebt haben soll), als er am 16. Juli 1981 für den
Kriegsverbrecherprozess der israelischen Regierung gegen den
ehemaligen SS-Beamten Adolf Eichmann aussagte.
Source: Quoted by Rudolf Vrba (author of various
fraudulent accounts of events he is alleged to have
witnessed in Auschwitz) when he testified on 16 July
1981 for the Israeli government's war crimes trial against
former SS official Adolf Eichmann.
2,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert von Leon Poliakov (1951) in Harvest of Hate;
Georges Wellers schrieb 1973 in The Yellow Star zur Zeit von
Vichy; und Lucy Dawidowicz, die 1975 im Krieg gegen die Juden
schrieb.
Source: Quoted by Leon Poliakov (1951) in Harvest of
Hate; Georges Wellers wrote in 1973 in The Yellow Star
at the time of Vichy; and Lucy Dawidowicz, who wrote in
1975 in the war against the Jews.
2,000.000 bis/ to 4,000,000
Quelle: Zitiert von Yehuda Bauer 1982 in seinem Buch A History
of the Holocaust. 1989 korrigierte Bauer seine Zahl auf
1.600.000.
Source: Quoted by Yehuda Bauer in 1982 in his book A
History of the Holocaust. In 1989, Bauer corrected his
number to 1,600,000.
1,600,000

Quelle: Dies ist eine Revision von Yehuda Bauer aus dem Jahre
1989 von 2.000.000 bis 4.000.000, die Bauer am 22.
September 1989 in The Jerusalem Post zitierte. Zu dieser Zeit
schrieb er: "Die größeren Zahlen sind seit Jahren weggeworfen
worden , außer dass es noch nicht an die Öffentlichkeit gelangt
ist. "
Source: This is a 1989 revision of Yehuda Bauer from
2,000,000 to 4,000,000, which Bauer quoted on
September 22, 1989 in The Jerusalem Post. At the time,
he wrote: "The larger numbers have been thrown away
for years, except that it has not been released to the
public."
1,500,000
Quelle: Im Jahr 1995 war dies die Zahl der Todesfälle von
Auschwitz, die der polnische Präsident Lech Walesa nach den
Feststellungen im Auschwitz-Museum angekündigt hatte. Diese
Nummer wurde zu dieser Zeit auf das Denkmal im Lager
Auschwitz geschrieben und "ersetzte" damit die früheren
4.000.000 Figuren, die fünf Jahre zuvor 1990 formell
zurückgewiesen (und vom Denkmal zurückgezogen) worden
waren. Damals, am 17. Juli 1990 Die Washington Times druckte
einen kurzen Artikel aus dem Londoner Daily Telegraph, in dem
sie die "neue" Zahl von 1.500.000 anführte, die von den
Behörden im Auschwitz-Museum festgelegt worden war. Diese
neue Zahl wurde zwei Jahre später in einem UPI-Bericht
veröffentlicht, der am 26. März 1992 in der New York Post
veröffentlicht wurde. Am 26. Januar 1995 zitierten sowohl die
Washington Post als auch die New York Times diese 1.500.000
Zahl als die neue "offizielle" Zahl ( unter Berufung auf die
Behörden des Auschwitz-Museums).
Source: In 1995, this was the number of Auschwitz
deaths that Polish President Lech Walesa had announced
after the Auschwitz Museum findings. This number was
written at that time on the monument in the Auschwitz
camp and thus "replaced" the earlier 4,000,000 figures
that had been formally rejected five years earlier in 1990
(and withdrawn from the monument). Back then, on July
17, 1990 The Washington Times printed a short article
from the London Daily Telegraph, quoting the "new"
1,500,000 figure established by the authorities at the
Auschwitz Museum. This new number was published two
years later in an UPI report published on March 26, 1992
in the New York Post. On January 26, 1995, both the
Washington Post and the New York Times quoted this
1,500,000 figure as the new "official" figure (citing the
authorities of the Auschwitz Museum).
1,471,595
Quelle: Dies ist eine Zahl von 1983, die von Georges Wellers
zitiert wurde, der (wie zuvor erwähnt) festgestellt hatte, dass im
Jahr 1973 etwa 2.000.000 gestorben waren.
Source: This is a figure from 1983 cited by Georges
Wellers, who noted (as mentioned earlier) that about
2,000,000 had died in 1973.
1,433,000
Quelle: Diese Zahl wurde am 1. September 1989 von der
französischen Tageszeitung Le Monde zitiert, die zuvor am 20.
April 1978 die Zahl von 4.000.000 angegeben hatte.
Source: This figure was quoted on 1 September 1989 by
the French daily newspaper Le Monde, which had
previously given the figure of 4,000,000 on 20 April 1978.
1,250,000
Quelle: In dem Buch Die Zerstörung der europäischen Juden,
von Raul Hilberg (1985).
Source: In the book The Destruction of the European
Jews, by Raul Hilberg (1985).
1,100,000 bis 1,500,000
Quelle: Quellen für diese Schätzung sind Yisrael Gutman und
Michael Berenbaum in ihrem 1984 erschienenen Buch "Anatomie
des Auschwitz-Todeslagers". Diese Schätzung wurde später
auch von Walter Reich, dem ehemaligen Direktor des US
Holocaust Memorial Museum zitiert, der am 8. September 1998
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in der Washington Post schrieb. Die obere Zahl von 1.500.000
ist (die neue) "offizielle" Figur, wie sie jetzt in Auschwitz
eingeschrieben ist, die frühere Zahl von 4.000.000 wurde von
der Gedenkstätte auf dem Gelände des ehemaligen
Konzentrationslagers entfernt.
Source: Sources for this estimate are Yisrael Gutman and
Michael Berenbaum in their 1984 published book
"Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death Camp". This estimate
was later cited by Walter Reich, the former director of the
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, who wrote in the
Washington Post on September 8, 1998. The upper
number of 1,500,000 is the (new) "official" figure, as it is
now enrolled in Auschwitz , the former number of
4,000,000 was removed from the memorial site on the
site of the former concentration camp.
1,000,000
Quelle: Jean-Claude Pressac, in seinem 1989 erschienenen Buch
Auschwitz: Technik und Betrieb der Gaskammern. Das ist
interessant, denn er schrieb sein Buch, um so genannte
"Holocaust-Leugner", die man nannte, abzulehnen, gerade weil
sie die Zahl derer, die in Auschwitz umgekommen waren, in
Frage gestellt hatten.
Source: Jean-Claude Pressac, in his 1989 book Auschwitz:
Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers. This is
interesting, because he wrote his book to reject the socalled "Holocaust Deniers," precicely because they
questioned the number of those who had died in
Auschwitz.
900,000
Quelle: Berichtet am 3. August 1990 11, von Aufbau, einer
jüdischen Zeitung in New York.
Source: Reported on August 3, 1990, 11, by Aufbau, a
Jewish newspaper in New York.
800,000 bis 900,000
Quelle: Berichtet von Gerald Reitlinger in seinem Buch The Final
Solution.
Source: Reported by Gerald Reitlinger in his book The
Final Solution.
775,000 bis 800,000
Quelle: Jean-Claude Pressacs revidierte Figur, die in seinem
1993 erschienenen Buch "Die Krematorien von Auschwitz: Die
Maschinen des Massenmords" erschienen ist, die seinen
früheren Anspruch auf 1.000.000 Tote herabsetzen.
Source: Jean-Claude Pressac's revised figure, published
in his 1993 book "The Crematoria of Auschwitz: The
Machines of Mass Murder," which reduces his previous
claim of 1,000,000 dead.
630,000 bis 710,000
Quelle: Im Jahr 1994 stufte Pressac seine Zahl etwas weiter
herunter; Dies ist die Zahl, die in der deutschsprachigen
Übersetzung von Pressacs Buch von 1993 zitiert wurde, das
ursprünglich auf Französisch veröffentlicht wurde. Dies ist
wiederum wesentlich weniger als Pressacs Zahl von 1.000.000
im Jahr 1989.
Unter Verwendung aller verfügbaren Kriegsrekorde aus den
verschiedenen Lagern wurde geschätzt, dass in den Jahren
1935-1945 zwischen 400.000 und 500.000 Menschen im
deutschen KZ-System (aus allen Ursachen) ums Leben kamen.
Anmerkung: Alle oben genannten Informationen beruhten auf
Mythen, Legenden und politischer Zweckmäßigkeit. Die
folgenden offiziellen und dokumentierten Informationen sind die
aktuelle Auflistung des von den Deutschen betriebenen
Konzentrationslagersystems sowie eine genaue Aufzeichnung
aller in Lager Auschwitz eingelagerten Häftlinge von Anfang bis
Ende aus den vollständigen deutschen Aufzeichnungen, die sich
jetzt in russischen Archiven befinden.
Jetzt, nachdem wir gesehen haben, dass sich die AuschwitzTötungsgebühren allmählich verringern, wenden wir uns jetzt an
die offiziellen Lagerrekorde, die jetzt im Russischen Staatsarchiv

vorliegen, und stellen sie auf dem Mikrofilm der Öffentlichkeit
zur Verfügung. Jeden Monat musste der Kommandant eines
jeden Konzentrationslagers einen monatlichen Bericht an die
Lagerzentrale in Berlin senden. Die tatsächlichen Zahlen von
jedem Lager, beginnend 1935, unterscheiden sich scharf von
denjenigen, die von dem erfunden sind, was man am besten als
Merchandiser bezeichnen kann.
Source: In 1994, Pressac downgraded his number slightly
further; This is the number cited in the German-language
translation of Pressac's 1993 book, originally published in
French. This, in turn, is significantly less than Pressac's
1,000,000 in 1989.
Using all available war records from the various camps, it
was estimated that in the years 1935-1945 between
400,000 and 500,000 people in the German concentration
camp system (from all causes) were killed.
Note: All the above information was based on myths,
legends and political purpose. The following official and
documented information is the current listing of the
concentration camp system operated by the Germans as
well as a detailed record of all detainees stored in
Auschwitz from beginning to end from the complete
German records now in Russian archives.
Now that we have seen the Auschwitz killing fees
gradually decrease, we now turn to the official camp
records now available in the Russian State Archives and
make them available to the public on microfilm. Every
month, the commander of each concentration camp had
to send a monthly report to the warehouse headquarters
in Berlin. The actual numbers of each camp, starting in
1935, are sharply different from those invented by what
can best be described as merchandisers.
Von Juli 1941 bis Oktober 1944
From July 1941 to October 1944
Gesamtzahl
der
jüdischen
Häftlinge
im
Auschwitzer
Lagersystem: 173,000
Total number of Jewish prisoners in the Auschwitz camp
system: 173,000
Gesamtzahl der jüdischen Gefangenen, die an Typhus starben:
58,240
Total number of Jewish prisoners who died of typhoid:
58,240
Gesamtzahl der jüdischen Häftlinge, die an natürlichen Ursachen
gestorben sind: 2,064
Total number of Jewish inmates who died of natural
causes: 2,064
Gesamtzahl der in andere Lager überführten jüdischen
Häftlinge: 100,743
Total number of Jewish prisoners transferred to other
camps: 100,743
Gesamtzahl der hingerichteten Juden: 117
Total number of executed Jews: 117
Gesamtzahl der jüdischen Häftlinge im Lager nach der
deutschen Evakuierung am 15. Januar 1945: 11,839
Total number of Jewish prisoners in the camp after
German evacuation on January 15, 1945: 11,839
Quellen: / Source: CSA Nr. 187603: Walze 281-1940: Rahmen
107-869-Walze 282-1940-41: Rahmen 001-875-Walze 2831941-42: Rahmen 001-872-Walze 284-1942-43: Rahmen 003 862-Roll 285-1943-44: Frames 019-852- Roll 286-1945: Frames
001-329.
My Note: There is a discrepancy of 3 when doing the
above calculation - R
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Julian Assange's supporters reveal his health is failing, he's not allowed visitors and has no internet or
telephone access – and Ecuador plans to revoke asylum 'imminently'
*Assange has been inside the Ecuadorian embassy in London since 2012, and has been banned from
using internet or having visitors since March
*Supporter and journalist Vaughan Smith says his health is suffering as a result
*Backers also fear he could soon be forced out under pressure from America
*Robert Mueller is known to be looking into Wikileaks as part of his Russia probe
By Chris Pleasance for MailOnline
Published: 02:19 AEST, 31 August 2018 | Updated: 04:24 AEST, 31 August 2018

Julian Assange is living a life of almost total isolation
inside the Ecuadorian embassy in London amid failing
health and fears he could soon be forced out, friends
say.
Vaughan Smith, a journalist and supporter of Assange,
says he is worried for his well-being after he was banned
from using the internet, phones or having visitors.
Meanwhile there are rumors that Ecuador is being
pressured to rescind Assange's asylum so he can be
arrested by British police and potentially extradited to
the US.

While in British police custody, he could be hit with
charges by American authorities, which would spark and
extradition request.

Vaughn Smith, (right), Assange's long-time supporter,
says he is worried for his heath after he was banned from
having visitors or using the internet back in March
Speaking to ABC, Smith said that Assange was feeling the
pressure when he last saw him just a day before
visitation was banned.
Julian Assange may be forced from the Ecuadorian
embassy amid renewed American interest in him and
Wikileaks and their involvement in the 2016 election

Robert Mueller is believed to be investigating whether
Assange conspired with Russian hackers to leak DNC
emails in the run-up to the vote

Robert Mueller is believed to be looking into Assange and
Wikileaks as part of his Russian election meddling probe.
It is not known if Mueller has enough evidence to charge
Assange, but he has already indicted a dozen Russians
and three companies over the DNC email leak.
Charging documents allege communications between
Russian agents posing as hacker Guccifer2.0 and
'Organisation-1' - believed by many to be Wikileaks.
Assange's supporters fear this renewed interest could
persuade Ecuadorian President Lenin Moreno, who has
already called him a 'hacker', to sacrifice him, ABC
News reports.
Supporters saying they've heard rumors that Ecuador whose president, Lenin Moreno, has derided Assange as
a 'hacker' - will revoke his asylum 'imminently'.
Even if Mueller does not charge him, Assange would
almost certainly face charges over the leak of millions of
highly-sensitive US diplomatic cables in 2010.
If he is kicked out of the embassy, he would be
immediately arrested by British police for failing to
surrender on a warrant related to a since-dropped rape
case in Sweden.

Despite that, Smith believes he will stay put until he is
forced out.
He said: 'Assange is a toughie. He is built to do this sort
of thing.
'He is motivated by a belief that he is making a
difference. From his perspective, he considers that he’s
doing the world a favor.'
Assange has been in self-imposed isolation inside the
embassy since 2012 after a bid to avoid extradition to
Sweden on charges of rape and molestation failed.
The activist said the request was a guise to get him into
the hands of US authorities, who would likely lock him up
for decades for the leak of diplomatic cables.
On March 28 this year, Assange was banned from having
any contact with the outside world except via his legal
team after he posted a tweet questioning the UK
government's claim that Russia was behind the Novichok
attack in Salisbury.
RELATED ARTICLES

Trump steps up attack on CNN and NBC News as

he predicts its...
Trump turns up the heat on
Sessions to fire Bruce Ohr over...
*http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6115277/Julian-Assange-kicked-Ecuadorian-embassyimminently.html
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*Is It Time for Pope Francis to Resign? - Wall Street Journal
Many Catholics agree that the pope should resign if the charges are true. But are the charges true? What did the pope
know about the McCarrick affair ...
*Catholics Call for Investigation, Resignation of Pope Francis - Breitbart News
*Former Vatican Ambassador to US Says Pope Should Resign - Legal Examiner
*Viewpoint - The Vigano Letter - a right-wing putsch against Pope Francis - Independent Catholic News
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The Death of China

Sencha MacRae
*http://www.untoldtales.net/
Published on Aug 29, 2018
China's horrific history of the last hundred years.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=
QzW2nwocd9U

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------>>EXPOSING THE BIAS OF THE SELF-PROCLAIMED UNBIASED<<
Read the following with care because thinking is an act of discrimination – values clarification!
------------------------------Efforts to address discrimination and lack of diversity in
Of more serious concern is that it legitimises bias by spreading
the workplace often focus on unconscious bias and
the idea that most people are biased.
unconscious bias training.
The concept made its way to American employment
Training won’t end discrimination, we have to hold
discrimination lawsuits in the 1990s. The idea that it was
people responsible
possible to unconsciously discriminate removed the need to
Lucy Taksa : Professor and Associate Dean, Macquarie
prove an intention to discriminate and increased the possibility
University
of successful claims.
Louise Thornthwaite : Senior Lecturer, Department of
But Australian discrimination law has never required proof of
Marketing and Management, Macquarie University
intention. Here, it is illegal for employers to discriminate or allow
August 30, 2018 1.23pm AEST
harassment, regardless of what they intended.
While this sounds fine, it can be problematic in offering the
Australian workplace health and safety laws operate on the
perpetrators an out.
same principle. It is illegal for someone with a duty of care to be
Unconscious bias is bias we are unaware of. It is said to be
reckless without a reasonable excuse.
outside of our control. Training to recognise it has become
Yet despite the workings of our law, Australian organisations
widespread. Starbucks recently closed 8,000 stores in North
have embraced the concept of unconscious bias with almost as
America for unconscious bias training after one of its managers
much fervour as the Americans, and are spending immense
called police to arrest two African-American men who had been
amounts of money on training to recognise it.
sitting at a table but not ordering while waiting for a friend.
The goal of reducing discrimination is, of course, laudable. But
But training to recognise something can also normalise it.
attributing bad behaviour to unconscious causes deflects blame
Unconscious bias training, in effect, side-steps accusations and
away from the perpetrators, and also away from the
blame, by creating the impression that everyone is biased,
organisations themselves.
making it possible for people to avoid being accountable for
They can market themselves as “valuing diversity” while
their biases and biased behaviour.
blaming discrimination on employees and managers who ‘fail to
Equating discrimination with mental states
learn’.
The concept of unconscious bias emerged from the field of social
The alternative would be to actively use performance
psychology during the 1990s. It is commonly associated with an
management and disciplinary systems to ensure discrimination
Implicit Association Test that asks people to assign an adjective
didn’t take place. And to make sure the law didn’t permit it.
such as “pleasant” or “unpleasant” to an entire group, such as
*Why short 'unconscious bias' programs aren't enough to
males or females or blacks or whites. The speed with which
end racial harassment and discrimination
people assign the adjective is said to measure the strength of
*What's unconscious bias training, and does it work?
the association.
*https://theconversation.com/training-wont-endThe test had reportedly been taken over 17 million times by
discrimination-we-have-to-hold-people-responsible2015. It has helped legitimise a link between unconscious bias
101035
and discriminatory behaviour, even while scholars question its
assumptions and the reliability.
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Bernhard Schaub

In 2012 Sylvia Stolz attends an AZT meeting, and
states that legally the orthodox Holocaust narrative
cannot be proven. In any defence, any attempt to
cast doubt on any aspect of the Holocaust attracts
a further criminal sanction. The Holocaust narrative
has become a religious dogma that cannot be
questioned but must be believed.
Three years later, in 2015, Sylvia Stolz is convicted
in Germany under s130 of “defaming the memory
of the dead”. Is truth a defence under s130? Of
course not because any kind of defence would
question the veracity of the Holocaust dogma. The
Schaefer siblings will know their fate in the middle
of this month!

***
From: Gefährlicher Prediger - SVP-Politiker beim SektenGuru
Bisher nicht öffentliche Reden des Predigers Ivo Sasek
über
Hitler
und
Schweizer
Politik
zeigen
ein
beunruhigendes
Bild
seiner
sektenähnlichen
Gemeinschaft, der Organischen Christus-Generation
(OCG). Pikant: Auch SVP-Politiker sind bei Sasek
aufgetreten.
Autor: Gianluca Galgani, Sebastian Gänger
Donnerstag, 02.03.2017, 04:14 Uhr
*https://www.srf.ch/news/schweiz/gefaehrlicherprediger-svp-politiker-beim-sekten-guru
* https://www.srf.ch/news
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